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WARDEN'S ANNUAL REPORT

for
National Association of Audubon Societies

NOTE : This report should be filled out as promptly as po ssible after the close of the breedin g season.
Salary will not be paid until receipt of a detailed report.

Name of Warden _ _ _~M......a....rv_,,_,i._..n.,.__.,C._.h~a......n~d......l....,e.....r.______.____________
~

Z
.....

P. 0. Address _ _ _ _ _O~k~e_e~o~h~o~b~e_e-i,,,__,,F~l~o~r~i~d=a~------------

~

Cf)

~

E~

0
~

u

~,

~

~

~

Date July 6, 1942
Areas protected: list each separate colony (island, pond, swamp, etc.) and give location (township, county or parish). Highlands County (Fish Branch area ;

Baker Ponds ). Okeechobee ctounty (Taylor ' s Cre@k Rookery J Bluff
Hammock Rookery; Gum Slough area) . Glades County (Redlight Reef;

~

Horse Island; Sanctuary areas) . Palm Beaoh County (King's Bar

~

Rookery).

0

z

0
0

Q UESTION

1.

Name all species of birds you protected, and give approximate number

of old birds present in each separate colony. 8 , 000 Glossy Ibis ; 30 Everglade

Kites; 900 Limpkins; 300 Gull-billed Terns; 800 Black-necked Stilts;
30,000 Mixed Egrets; 3;000

~~ood

Ibis; 1500 Cranes; 550 Burrowing

OWls; 600 Caracaras; 500 mixed Hawks; 3 , 000 mixed Ducks; 2 , 000
W~rd

Herons; 45 Bald Eagles; 2 , 000 Little Blue Herons; 700 La .

Herons; 12 swallow-tailed Kites; 100 Ospreys .

QuESTION 2.

Were a normal number of young reared this year? If not give reasons.

Answer separately for each species. There were a normal number of young

reared this year .

QuESTIOn 3.

If damage was caused by the elements-storm tides, rams, etc.- state

when and extent of damage

Water and weather conditions did not

damage the birds.
QUESTION 4.

.

Were the birds or their eggs disturbed by factors other than weather.

Give details __N_o_.____________________________ _

QuESTIOn 5.

Was there any increase or decrease in the number of old birds this year?

What was the cause? There was an increase in the number of' birds

this year.
QUESTION 6.

List any changes in nesting locations giving names of both old and new

nesting places. The Everglade Kites changed nes t ing locations from

Horse Island to King 's Bar.

QUESTION 7.

On additional sheets give any notes of interest regarding the birds and
' for improvement of the sanctuary and warden service.
recommendation~

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

Okeechobee
SANCTUARY (or G en e ra1 Area) ..................................................................................................................
..STATE ...........F.l.9.r..i.9:.9....................................................... ........ ...... .

January-...................................................................
1st thru January
INCLUSIVE DATES...................................
..

7th.

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosung, feeding or nesung.
Dat

Pii'tr'OIIea·'. hrgfova:f's . . .aiid

sane t uary areas
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters. Checked 5 parties.

Oat ....§:~~<:3:.;I;Y........... J .......l~.4.&............................ .

~

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
75 miles----mileage covered
Checking hunting parties.
Contacted Mr. John H. Baker and L. L. Karcher

u

~l-.~--,.,,~~~~~"7"::'"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_;_-:-~~~~~~
V'l

z

Date.......~~:t:l.§..:r.'.Y..... ~. ,......l.9..42.......................... .

Contacted ~Ir . John H. Baker and L L. Karcher
Patrolled Sanctuary areas
90 miles----mileage covered
Checking hunting parties. Checked 2 parties.

~

~L-----,--~~-:-~-;-::-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~

;

~

~

o

Date.....~.µ:µ~+Y..... 4 ........l.9..42.................................

Patrolled Kissimmee Prairie (Fish Branch area )
95 miles----mileage covered
300 Cranes-----------observed
rowinR" Owls--- "
8 Caracaras-------- rr
water.
2 Bald Eagle nests---·- - -observed. These areas are flooded with

zol-~~~=-.........:~-:-::--~~~~------_:___.::._.::.~~~~___:;_:;:_:__:_~~~.__~
A

P.,. . . .19..42........................ . ..

Date.... ~~~.~Y .....

Patrolled prairies (Taylor Creek vicinity)
75 miles----mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters. Checked 3 parties.
Caracaras, Hawks, White and Wood Ibises mixed Egrets , mixed Herons
showed up good in this area.
'
Water is plentiful in this area.

P~~~@I!ea·'"iti:s!-imme·e. . Prairie

(Fish Branch area)
100 miles----mileage covered
150 Cranes-------------obserTed
300 Ducks, mixed species, -----feedi ng in ponds.

Date...

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) .............. ..Q~~.<?.9..A9..P.~.~---· . .................................. ... ....... STATE ...... f.~9.~~c;l,..1:3,............ ................. ......... ....... ....... ......... ............. .
INCLUSIVE DATES ...~~A~.~-~Y. ....$..1i.A. . ..t..~ . . .J..a nuary

14th.

NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species obseixed, giving estimated numbers. State w hether roosting, feedmg or n estmg.
nat&.§..rn:-!§:r.Y.J~.•... ..l..~.4"1 ................... . ........... .

~

u

Patrolled Kissimmee pra i r ies
100 mile s----mileage cover ed
Contacting hunting parti es .
50 cranes - - --- ----fe eding in prairies
10 Burr owing ~vls-------obs e rved
8 Caracaras - - - -- - -----"
DatiJ .~P.:1:1.~.~Y.. ...~.J ..... -~~.4'f:.~ . ................................
Patrolled Kissimmee pra iries
90 miles--- - mileage covered
Contacting hunting parties and loc at:in g nests t on tour route .
Bi r ds along t hese routes show up good .
Water i s plentifu~ in ponds .

~ I~--------__,..--.....-:-~----------------------------------------------~
nar~..~P.:~~-:r;y_ ...lo., ...l.Q.4.2. . . ... ... . ..................

vi

Patrolled Fish Branch area

85 miles----mileage covered
400 oranes-- ---- --- -- - roosting in ponds

z

Caracaras , Burrowing OWls , Hawks , Ibises , Egret s and Ducks s hoVl.e d up
good through these areas .
Prairies are flooded with water .

"""
~L-~--~~....,....,,.~=-=-=-=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

~

;

~
~

0

z

Dat& ..~;µ~~Y . . ll...~ ......19.4 2 . ...................... ..

Patrolled pr a iries and highways
100 miles - -- - mil eage covered
Checking on hunting parties and reports of hig~ ray shooting .
Searched one car, on suspicion , of crane shooting . No guns found .

ol__~~~~....,.....,....____,,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Date ...;:J:.~~-~Y....J.2..•. . ..l~.42 ............ ....... ......

Q

Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Lakeport Road and Indian Reservation
lOO miles- - - - mileage covered
Glos sy Ibises , White and Wood Ibises, Am. and Snovty Egrets , mixed
Herons and Ducks showed up good along this area .
2 Everglade Kites- --- - --observed .

Date.p~~~cirleg.?i.Kf!~-~e· a· · .. prairies

(Taylor ' s creek vicinity)

90 miles- ---mileage covered

1000 White Ibises- - -- -----roosting in Taylor's Creek swamp
400 Wood Ibises- - -------"
' 11
"
"
n
800 mixed Herons------- - "
!
"
"
"

75 Water Turkeys--- ----"
DateJ ..~.µ~~Y. .....~l., . ... l..~42....... ... .................
Patrolled Kissimmee prai ries
90 mil es - - --mileage covered
Contacting Quail hunters .
Birds show up good in this area .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

"

n

"

"

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, N ew York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY D EP A RT M EN T
SANCTUARY (or General Area) ............9.~~.f:l..9. P.:9..P~.~.. .. . ....... . ............. . . ....... . . .ST ATE ......... F.19.r.ida ............. ..... ............... . ..................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.~.?l:P.:.l.1.?:.~Y. ....J..P.t.P..... t..hru....J.anunry

21st .

N OTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated n umbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.
D ate ..J..§:D.P.9..r.Y......J...P.. #...... .l.~.4.2. ..........................

Eatrolled prairie s (Taylor ' s Creek vicinity)
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking Quail hunte r s .
Locating nests for Audubon tours .

Date.~ ..<:3:.P.}:~.~~~.Y.. J.,§ ~ ..... J.~.1?......................... .

~

u

Patrolled Sanctuary are a s and Ind ian Tieservation
90 mi l es----mileaGe covered
Cont cting Qu2. i l hunters .
4 Everglad e Kites-------- - ob served
The se areas are flood ed with wat er .

<

~ 1--~----::--~~----:::-=-----::-::--:-::-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

fJ)

z

Date....J.:.9':P.P.?..r.Y. . . 17.., ...... 1.~.4.2 ............. .... ......

Patrolled pra iries and highways
100 mi les - ---mi le age covered
Checking Qua il hunt er s .
200 Cranes-------fe eding in marsh

~

~ I--~~--~~~-::-::-~-::-::-:-::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

t:
~
~

r-i
0

z

0
A

D ate ... ~ .. c:;\.J::l~.c:i,:i;y __ , .l..$. ~ ......l .<J.4.2............ .

........
Patr oll ed Ki ss i mmee Prairie (Fish Brqnch are a )
100 miles- - --mileage covered
Contacting Qua il hunters e..nd protecting Crane rookery .
350 Cranes---- ----roosting .
2 coveys of Quail--- - ---·----observed.

I--~......-~~~-=-=---:~-=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Date.;f..~J:;!,'J.~~Y ....l.~ . , ......19..42..........................

Patrolled prairies .J.nd hi ghways (Fritz Will iams • past ure)
90 mi les- - - -mileage covered
Che cking Quail hunt ers a nd cont acting Cattlemen .

D ate .....J.:.l:l:.P.~~.+.'.Y..... ?...O..,... ..l..Q.42...............

. ..

Patrolled Kissimmee pra iries and I s tolcpoga Lake vicinity
100 miles--- - mi loage covered
Checking on Quail hunters and re ports of crane shooting.
1000 Duc ks------ - observed , on Istokpoga Lake .

DateP~tf-6-Ife'd'+.sari~i·ttar'Y:""'arc as
8 0 miles----mileage covered
600 Glos sy Ibises------- - observed
1000 White
"--------- - - n
500 Wood
"---- - -- - --- 11
2 Eve:yt1.J.~itW ~eer ro- zt'J7l>tzl' crowding)

~;;;:~ or rnit~l

here·

. . . . . . . .;?£.. ............ .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page One)

SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

SANCTUARY (or General Area) ................ Qt..~.~.Q.A.QP.§.~ ............. .......................................STA TE ................F.l..ori.G..9......... . . . . ....................... ...................... .
INCLUSIVE DATEs.. 4.~}.~~.~~Y......?..?..AQ.. . .:f:!..Ar.lJ......J..~.n.i.iary

31st .

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State w hether roosting, feeding or nesting.
Date....J.anu.ary. . .2.2.., ......l

9..4.2........................

Patrolled pr airie s (Fish Brunch area )
100 miles----mile aBe cove red
500 Cranes------ - ----roosting
10 Burrowing Ovvls- --- - - - obs erved
8 Caraca r as---- - ---- -- - feeding
300 Wh i t e Ibises--- --- - --feeding in pond .

Dare ..

~

Pa~~~I!e·cr·!Criisiimiie.e.. Pr a iri e
100 mi les- ---mi leage covered
Checking Qua il hunters .
Checked 8 parties .
Pr a iries are flooded with wat er and bird ife showed up good .

u

~L_~..,...,,..,,~==-""'l"l"T----o;~~~~~~~~~~--=-~~~~~~~~~~~-1

ti)

No violations found .

....z
~L_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~

;

~
~

DatJ..~.Il.lJ:§..r.Y......2.5.. ,...... l

.9.42..................... . . ..

Patrolled pr a iries (Taylor ' s Cre ek vicinity)
80 miles--- - mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters .
Checked 8 Ib"OdXllx

parties ,

in prairie .

0

z
o'----~~--=-::~-;::-:-::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Date .......~.~.\l:~~.Y .....?.. 9. ,.......l.~.42........................
Patrolled prairies
85 miles- ---mileage covered
Checking hunting parties and locating nests for Audubon tours .
Birds along this route shows up good .

Date...... ~.:i?:~.~~Y .....?..7.., ......19..42........................ ..

Patrolled ~akeport Road and Indian Reservation .
100 miles ----mileage covered
Checking hunting parties and locating nests for Audub on tours .
Birds show up good along this route .

Date...... §..:i?:~.?.:~Y. ............. ,. ................42........................ . .

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
60 miles--- - mileage covered
Contacted W.ir . Alexander Sprunt .
(Use additional sheet to a.:
vo:id:_:cr:,:o.:m=
d':.·n~
:. :g) ------J__------------

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenu e, New York, N. Y.

( Page Two)

SANCTUARY D EP ARTMENT

SANCTUARY (or General Area)........................0.K.~. ~.C..A.QP..~.~........... ........ ........ .... . ........ST A TE .....Jr.:J::.9.~J.9:.9.:
INCLUSIVE DATES.. J.~.nµ~q;y ... .?..2.nd....t..hr.u.....J.anuary

. . . ... . . .... . . .... . .. . . . . . . . . . .... ... . . . .... ..

31st .

N OTE: O utline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.
Date...~...~~~~.~Y.....~.§l..t .......l~.4?. . .................. ....

Patr olled Kissimmee prairies with
100 miles-- --mileage c overed
Locating n sts for Audubon tours .

<fJr .

Alexander Spr unt

Date~..§:.:i;i.µ.~:rY .....;?..O.J. ....l.9.42.......... . ... ............

Patrolled prairies and Jess Durrence ' s pasture
100 miles-- - - mileage c overed
Contacting St ate Vlardens and checking on v iolations .

~

u

<

~ L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ti')

z

D ate ...J.:.~A~.§,.l'Y.....3..lj . ....19.4 2 ............. . . ........

Pat rolled Fish Branch area and Istokpoga Lake
95 r.ailes - - --mileage c overed
Checking on hunting partie s and c ont acting farmers .
300 Crane s ----- --feeding i n marsh near Ist okpoga .

~

~ '-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

f-1

~

Date....................................................................................................... .

P::

~
f-1

0

z

0
A

1-..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Date ........................................................................................................

D ate ........................................................................................................

D ate........................................................................................................

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
~~~~~~~~~~·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) ..............................0.ke.. ~.Q.AQP.e.e.. . .................................STATE ...........Flor.ida . ... . ................................................ ... .........

•

IN CL USIVE DA TE¥.~.P..~.~.~~.Y: .....+..?..t..... .~.Ar.1t ....F..e..:P.r:uary

7th .

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.
Dat~'..~P..:r.JJ.§.r.Y .....l.,......19..4.2............................

Patrolled prairies (Istokpoga vicinity)

100 m.iles- -- - mileage covered

~

Checking Quail hunters.
300 Cranes----------roosting.
300 Herons-----------roosting
800 White Ibises---"
1 Caracara nest, in cabbage palm.
200 mixed Egrets---"
Date....:I!..~.l:?.:J;µ?-.:I;Y.....?...,...... +.?..4?.... . . ... ... . .... .
Patrolled Fish Branch
90 miles----mile age covered
Checking Quail hunters.
Locating Crane roosts .
450 Cranes--------- - roosting in Baker ~ond in Fish Branch Island .
Water conditions are good.

Vl

Date...¥..~.1.?:J;µ~.~Y. .... ~. ,.......l.~.42....................... .

~

~ 1-------...---------==---=-=-:--=-------------------------------------------------~

Pat rolled Kissimmee prairies

100 miles----mileage covered

Checking on Quail hunters .
Contacted ~1:r . Alexander Sprunt and parties in prairie .
~1..-~.........,~~==-r----::;..,.....--;:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Date... ~.'.~..t?..~.~.~:J;Y ... .1:.,...... J.Q42..........................

t:
~
~

Patrolled Kissimmee prairies

100 miles----mileage covered

Conta cting Quail hunters and cattlemen .
Cranes, Caracaras, ahd Burrov1ing Owls showed up good i n this
vicinity.
W~ter is plentiful in prairies .

0f-1

z

Ol--~""'="=-=-=-="=:=--1!!,........,'l'"i"\An-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0
Date.~.'. ~.§.~.~~.:i;.Y.......§.J......J.~.~?.

.. . . . .... . . . .. .

Patrolled Kissimmee prairies and Taylor's Creelc vicinity
85 miles----mileage covered
700 White Ibises-------------roosting
600 mixed Herons and Egrets- "
100 Water Turkeys-----------"

Date .....¥..~.1:1.:J;~?.:.:I;Y..... 9...,. . . .l.~.4?.... . ... .... .. ....

Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Lakeport Road
75 miles----mile a ge covered
Checking on report s of Duck shooting. Si ~ns of duck shooting in
Worm Cove area.
Evidently done with
Jacklights.
-.,

~

Dat

,-.

:.

P~t·~·6·ir~a·'.(FI~·ii·1.;§r·ai1c'h.. area

Ea~;~n or initial here:

100 miles----mile age covered
Checking Quail hunters .

Contacted Mr. Alexander Sprunt and parties at
Kissimmee(Use
River.
ddduiona1 sheet to avot'd cromd»nl
in
61

:£2..~E.... :·:.:-. -.·: -.: -. : : : :· :

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth A venue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

SANCTUARY (or General Area) ....................................Qk~.~.G.A.QO.~.e................................STATE. ......F.lO.r..i.da ........................................................................
IN CLUSIVE DATES ....¥..~.:!?..~.~~.?.:~Y .....!?.Y..h.. .t..h:r.µ . ..F..~:P.r.uary

14th.

NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

DateFe..P..r..uar.Y. ....8.,.......1.942 ...........................

anrolled Kissimmee prairies

100 miles- -- - mileage covered

Checking Quail hunters . Checked 5 parties in prairie .

DatePat·~cii1~a:· ···krs·simme·e··..··River
~
u

and vicinity

80 miles- - --milea6e covered
500 White Ibises------- - --observe4 .
300 mixed Herons-------- - "
200
"
Egrets- --------"

24 Limpkins---------observed.
150 Water Turkeys- -"
6 Caracaras- -------"

Accompanied by Mr . Alexander Sprunta and Mr . Smith.

~ l-~-r:=-~~=-'Ti"r'~r?'\'A-n-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dat P~it·~cii1·~a··· ··fftsh·· ··~r-anc"h·· ·area

Vl
Vl

~

- ~

100 miles----mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters.
400 Cranes- - - - ------roosting .
l Caracara nest , in Cabbage palm.
1 Crane, building nest in pond .

v/

~L-~~==~=-~---.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Date......~......~:t:;-~~Y. ..........J.,.,. . . ..l..~42. ....................

;

~
~

Patrolled Kissimmee prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacted 1Jr . Alexander Sprunt ' s pari07 in prairie .

0

z

ol------...o:-T""~~~--::~=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0
DatJ.i'.~......~:lJ,~.7.,'Y. . ...l.2. ,. .....1.9..4 2........................

Patrolled highways and Sanctaury areas
100 miles-- - - mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters . Checked 5 parties in Brighton vicinity.
100 Cranes- -------observed, feeding in marsh.

Date...P~it±:6iI~a··· · ·kli3"sI~e·e··· ·:p·ra ir i

es
?5 miles- ---mileage covered
Checking Quail hunters . Checked 4 parties in prairie .

Date..Pat·r·orie"d·····:s-furr····HammO"ck

area and Kissimmee i ~1;/)fJJ/7~ign or initial here:
marsh .
100 miles----mileage covered
~i.1-:. ~
Checki hg Quail hunters .
Tetter
os . o ..............................................................................................
West alm each , at luff Harmnock . Accompani e by :U.ir . Sprunt .
ontactM e §WJtiaiV~tf ~ ~6t'i ~~ing)
.............................. ..... ............. .................... ..... .......... .......... ......... ......... .

..

. e.... . ... .· · ··········· · · · ·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY D EP ARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) .......................0.k~.~.Q,b,.Qb..e..e...............
IN CL USIVE

.. ..................... .STATE.. ..F.lor.ida ...................... ........... . .................................. ..
DATEsJf.~.P..:r;_µ_?.,~~Y. .... .l.P.t..b. . . . t hru ... F.e.br uary 2 lst •

N OTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.
D ate ...........-.......................................... J. ............. -.............................. .

Pa trolled prair ie s a nd highways
190 mile s --- - mileage covered
200 Cranes - - - --- ----fe ed ing in prairies and marshes
10 Caraca r a s- - ---- - -- feed i ng
8 Burr owing Owls------observed
25 mixed Hawks------- - fe edi ng

D at .... ~ .....;t7.:\:l:~.:r.Y.. .... ..... 9.., . . ..l.~.4.2 . . . . . . ...... . .

~

<

Patrolled Sanctaary areas
?5 miles----mileage covered
Check!ng on reports Of Duck shooting .
2 Everglade Kites--------observed
Glossy Ib i ses , Herons , Egrets , ~lh ite Ibises Due lm and other water
birds s how up good in this area .
'

~ I--~~--.--~~-----......,,,....,-,,,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vi

D ate ........ ~......~.~?:~.Y.... ............ ,...........~.4?.. . .............. .

Patroll ed Kis s i mmee Prairies

85 mile s - - --mileage covered
Contacted IVI:r . Alexander Sprunt ' s parties in prairie

~ L-~~~~~~~................~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

!::
~

D ate .........~ ..... ~Y.:'?.:.J.:~.Y....... ..... . . ~ . . ...l~.4.2 . . ...... . . .

Patrolled prai ries with .Mr . A . s . Hou ghton
90 miles--- - mileage c overed
Photogra ph ing a nd observing b i rds .

~

~

0

z

0
f:l

I--~-,-~.--~~--..-~-,-_,...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

D ate .........~......~.~.9.:.IT.... ..b.~.~ . . . J...~.42. . ... . . . ........ .

Patrolled Prairies with Mr · A . S . Hcmghton.
---..
90 miles-- - - mileage cover ed
Photographing birds.

P:ti·6il-~Cf . . .Fi°sli . . Bi~·aiic'ii'

area
100 mi les- ---mileage covered
700 Cra nes--------roost ing in ponds .
8 Carac aras- ----feeding
1
Nater is pl entif ul in prairies and birdlife shovrs up good .

D ate ..

D ate..................... :Y:~.~Y. ........... ... ,,............. .................. ..............

Pat rolled Kissimme e prai r i es
100 miles-- - - milea ge cover ed
Cont a cted Mr . Alexander Sprunt • s parties
in prairie .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) ............... 9..lf~.~.9..4:9.J.?..~.~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. .STATE...... ~!9..~.~4,?, ....................................................................... .

INCLUSIVE DATES.. ¥..~.1?..~?..:~.Y

. . .?..?.A9:.......~~ . J!'.~.P..ruary 28th.

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.
DatcF..e.b.r..u.a.ry, .... 2.2.. ,.......l~.42....................... .

Patrolled prairies and Taylor ' s Creek Vi cinity
100 miles ----mileage covered
600 White Ibises------------roosting in Taylor's Creek Swamp .
500 mixed Herons and Egerts-- "
"
"
"
"

Date...:l.!.. ~......;i;.~.i:J::J;Y ......... ~.t. ..........................................

Patrolled Sanctaury areas an~ Indian Reservation
100 miles- ---IT...ileage covered
Contacted Seminole Indians and Ca~~lemen .

~

u

<

~ I--~~,....,...--~~........-.--...~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Vl

Date..... ~..~ ......~~~.:t;'.Y. .... ?..~.,. . . .l.~.42....... ... . . ....

Patrolled prairies
95 miles-- --mileage covered
2 Crane nests-------observed
Contacted \fr . Alexander Sprunt's parties at Kissimmee River.

other water birds show
Accompamied by Ir . Sprunt .

Dat

Pat~6i1~cf" . .p~airie's. . .ai1Ci

rstokpoga vicinity

110 miles----mileage covered
Checking on reports of crane shooting . Searched:rlone car, on

suspicion .

?00 Cranes-------roosting in ponds .
nate .. '.Patr0i·f-~·cf

. "I»'·rairi'e.s. . . . .

100 miles----1nileage covered

.co~tacted.Mr .

Alexander Sprlilnt's party at
Kissl.IDinee River .
Contacted State Game Commisieil.on Clenton
and Startfse ~tio~71J ~~~}}1i~ 9avoid crowding)

' j " " " " " ' " " " ' " " " " ' " " " " " " ' " ' " " " " " " " " " " " " " ' " " " " " " " " " ' " " " "" """'" '

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

SANCTUARY (or General Area) ..........Oke.e.c.ho.b.e..e............ ............. . ...................... . . ... . . .STATE.. ...F.l

orida....... ............................ ............................. . .......

IN CLUSIVE DATES .... ~~.~.P.: J::.?..~ ~ ~.J.:q;,µ . . M.a.r.Cb...... 7th •

. ..

. ....

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

Date..~~ .....l;.9................. , .................. ............................................

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles- -- - mileage covered
Checking on reports of highway shooting .
300 cranes--- - --feeding
500 white ibises- ----feeding
8 burrowing ovrls---- - - observed ·

Date.Pat~«:»iI~'(["']if~h"":Sr'ancii" areas
95 miles----mileage covered

400 oranes-------feeding
2 crane nests------found

in ponds
10 burrowing OV11ls-------n~sting
<
3 caracara nests-------in cabbage palms .
~ L-~~~----~...........,...,,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

ti)

Dat .........;J;.9. . ............. , . ......... ...~?. ....................................... .

Patrolled Sanctuary areas

80 miles----mileage oovered

z

Glossy and white ibises, egrets, herons, limpkins, gulls and terns ,
and ducks showed up good in this area .

>-4

~ .____~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

E-4
>-4

~

~
E-4

0

z

0
Cl

Date ... .Ma.r..c.h. . .4., .......19.42............................... ··

Patrolled Kissinmlee prairies
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Locating crane nests .
4 crane nes·t;s----- found , in ponds. Two eggs each.
L-~~~-------=,...,,...,,..,,.....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Date...............
J ......l.~42

9................
................................. . . . ..
Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles- ---m.ileage covered
Contacted Captain Westervelt's roreman and posting crane area .
500 cranes- - - - -- -- ~roosting , at Baker ponds.

c

42
Taylor·t·a
...

Date_patroll'~d . ..
Cr~·ek area
95 m.iles----mileage covered
1 , 000 white ibises----- --roosting
500 mixed herons- ------"
100 water turkeys- -----"
300 Am. and snowy egrets--- "

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

SANCTUARY (or General Area) . . . . . . . . Q.;~.f3..~h9.P.~.~---··············· ························ ············STATE . . . f..~.9.~.~-4..~.........................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES. . ~.~-~~-----~-~A. . .~.);µ":µ__ J!f?.:.r..C.h ....14th •
NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, are~s patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosung, feedmg or nestmg.

Date.Pait~oII~·cr···highwaY:ii·····a::na.

prairies
100 miles- ---mileage cover ed
Contacted State Wardens and Cattlemen.

~

u

ro
Date.Pat·r·o11~a····saiictua.ry····ai·eas
85 miles----mileage cove• red
Locating Evergl ade kite and limplcin nests . No nests found .
5 everglade kites----- -- observed , near Horse Island .
50 limpkins---------- - observed .

~1--~irir:::-::'::"'!:'-r;._--~:-;:;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Vl

Date . . ..:l;,C.::.................. ..1 . ....19..4.2.....................................

Patrolled Fish Branch area and contacted Mr . Alexander Sprunt •s
parties , at Kissimmee River
85 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Mr . John H. Storer at Southl and Hotel.
~l-~"ll"li':=-::='1:'--,,,-"1'7'n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E-c

;

~
E-c
0

z

Date.. .... . .~.~---········· ········ ·'································ ···· ············ ········ ···· ·

Patrolled Fish Branch area with Mr . Alexander Sprunt .

100 miles----mileage covered

Roosting oranes .
Counted 4 78 c
checked .

, coming in to Baker Ponds··. Other ponds not

ol~----,.~~~---:;-;~~~~~~~~~~~~-:--~~~~~~~~
A

Date.i~t~~1-i~a· . ··R·r!~· imme·e. . .J;rair1e s

100 m.iles- - --m.ileage covered
Locating crane and caracara nests .
1 crane nest -- -----found , in pond .
2 caracara nests----found , in cabbage p&J.m.
4 burrowing owl burrm~s - ----tound , i n prairie

Date... Pa{~·oIIed· · . L· ~·· ····Maxoy··i···5 ···pasture
125 miles- - --mileage covered
6ontacted Cattle Foremen and checking Egret r 0 oke~¥ at. Ba~ Hawroock .
O
-------'ng
oak hammock .
This rookery is mixed with Am. and snowy egrets , ward ' s herons ,
black Vultures , and comorants .

Date.Pa"i-~·oIIeci·· ···FI.sli····13i:;aiich. area and contacted
Alexander Sprunt ' s parties in prairies .
95 miles----m.ileage covered .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Mr .

=

&~ch ~~~ ~g~ i~:t:l ~e:
.... ......../\
r.. .. .. . . . ........kf
. l ................................................................

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) ............................. 9..~.~ ~.9.4.2.f?. ~.~······ ... . . .... ................ . ST A TE ........J1'.~.9.:J;J.9:.~...................... . . . .............. . . .... . . . .... . .... . .....

.

·! arch 15th. thru .March 21st.

INCLUSIVE DATE ···································-························································· ···········

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. Seate whether roostmg, feedmg or nescmg.
1· re
Date .......... ·-···························~····························································

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles----mi l eage covered
Checking on reports of highway shooting .
100 cranes------------ - feeding in prairies
500 W'hite ibises-- - - - --feeding

Date. lJiar.ch .....16.,. ....19.42.....................................

~

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
95 miles----mileage covered
Contacted State Warden ' inte and U. S . Fish and iV ildtlife warden
Lehmann .

u

~L-~.,,,...,....---.,--::~--::-:::-:-:;--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vi

z

1-4

DateM?:r..9..A......J,.7...,......J.~.42 ......................................

Contacted U. s . Fish and Wildlife warden Lehmann .
Patrolled Fish Branch area . Contacted Turr . Alexander Sprunt ' s parties
in prairies.
Contacted Mr . John
er and patrolled to Bay Hanuuock with him.
125 miles- - --mileage covered

~l-~---ir==~--n::7~f"'!'T:ll'-rr-~~~~~~~---=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

f-4

;

~
f-4

0

z

re

Date... WO"rke·a··· · vilt"l~····Mr·~······J"()······

• storer , photographing , at Bay Hammock.
Patrolled L. Maxcy's pas ure . Patrolled Mrs . Kate D. Mann's pasture .
Wildlife showed up good in this area . Prairies are flooded with
water .
100 miles----mileage covered

oL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Q

Date ...

ffar.c.h ....19..,......19.42..................................

Worked with W.ir
oJ:m IJ. Storer , photographing .
1 caracara nest, in oak----------------at Bay Hammock
200 mixed egrets nesting----------- - ---"
"
"
5 Ward herons nesting - ----------------"
"
"
3 crane nests, in pond---------------- "
"
"
Date..M§,+..Q.A.....2.0.., ......19..4.2........................... . ...

Patrolled Fish Branch area
90 miles----mileage covered
600 cranes- - ------------roosting, 4il Balrnr Ponds .
Conta ed Captain Westervelt's fence builders.

Date...~~?.:~.9- ....... . ............J............................................................

Pat;rolled Sanctuary areas and conta ct ed Mr .
Alexander Sprunt •s parties in prairies
90 miles----mileage covered .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON . SO.CIE:fIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page one)
SANCTUARY

SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

. ........... ... . ........... . . ........ . .... ............ . ....
(or G enera I A rea ).... ....... ...Okeechobee
.. ................ ......... . . ..... .................... . . ... . . .......... . ............. . . STATE······ · ··· Flor.i.da
· ··

INCLUSIVE DATES ...1.~.~.9..h .....?..?..~9:. t .......~.~.°Y-...J~l.:.Q.A

31st •

NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
.
.
.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State w hether roosting, feeding or nesting.
Dat~J.?.,;r.9. . . . . .... ........ .,................4?. . . ......................... ... ...

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles--- - mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting.
Shecked one car, on suspicion.

~

u

v. re
nat PatrO"l ie·a . ···Ii,I .s ii. . Branch" . . area
95 mi les --- -mi l e~ge covered
Contacting St ate Grune Wardens.
400 cranes------- - --feed ing in marsh.
500 white ibises-------feeding.
150 mixed egr ets-- ··-----nesting.

~ 1-----~ir;ni;:'"'""'IT,.--....,...,.,"i1"l'r-------------------------------------------------------------------------

(/)

z,.....

ri

0

z

Dat i~i:-t~r·01re<i·· · ··FI.sii·· · 13i;anc"h· · · area and contacted Mr. Alexander s prunt 's
parties at Kissinnnee River.
100 miles----mil eage covered
Prai r ies are flooded with water . Birdlife showed up good.

Date..Ma.r.ch ....2.5.,. .....l.~l42-·· ·············· ······· ··· ···
Patrol led Kissimmee Prair i es and Bay Hammock vicinity
125 mil es----mil eage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and checking on Egret Rookery at Bay Hammock
l caracara nest, in oak, with t wo eggs.
Accompanied by M
r . Alexander Sprunt and party.

o L-~~v.~~c-i:;--Tl"7!'"--l"'l"\,l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A DatePat·r·oIIe·J · ··"f("fiJ"simme·e·····urairies ( BlUff Hammock area)
100 miles----mileage-covered
Locating crane nests. 4 crane nests, in ponds.
3 caracara ne sts, in cabbage palms.
8 burr owing owl burr ows, in prairie
stump .
25 Ward heron nests, in s awgrass pond. l barred owl nest in cabbage/
Date...Pa{~·0Iie·ci··· ·3·a:·!c;· t·ii"ai:;y:·· · areas
75 miles-- - -mileage covered ·
?5 limpkins-----------observed
500 glossy i bises------"
1000 white ibises-------n
800 mixed egrets-------"
4 everglade kites-------observed.

D•:~~:~~;·~:~m=B~~n~~~~f!.~~n~~~!~~ Mr .
~~~n~!~e~;;;;~t~:a~l;~v~~~~s

showed up good.

Alex .

and small birds

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

rc~gn or initial here:
= ~"'~.;?~

:

~

:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIETIES
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page tvro)

SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT

SANCT UARY (or General Area) ........... .9.~~.~g.:l:J:.9..P.~.~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... .... ... .... . . .STA TE .... ..f.l.O.:r..i.Q..a. ............... . ...................................... ... . .......
IN CL USIVE DATES .. ~1~F.~.J:1:. . . ?..?..~9.: . ..~.1?:.~~ .. . . '~.~9.P. . . 3 lst •
NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

P*~·~h·r~·ct···fd~~h\liays. . . and prairies

Date....

100 miles-- - - mi leage covered
Contacting Sport Fishermen and searching for highway shooting.
No violations, found.

~

<
~

:

....

~

i;~%-~·g1f ~·ci·····~r·!f. · ·Br.anci!

area
100 miles----mileage covered
Locating c~ane nests and protecting cranes.
600 cranes-------roosting in Baker Ponds .
I crane nests, found in ponds.
Cranes are pairing off in good shape.

Date ...

l--~---,,.,,,.,..,.:;"-:::-?~7"T"~'M"I"'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.s. . . . . . . ..

Date ..p:~f 6rr·~ct·· ····~i~Ii~Ie

95 miles- -- - mileage covered
Contacted 1Jr . Sprunt's parties at Kissimmee River .
l crane nest , found in pond by Mr . Sprunt 's parties .
Birdlif e shovred up good .

~ L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,-~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Date........................................................................................................

....

p::

~
~

0

z

0
Cl

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Date ........................................................................................................

Date .......................... ~.............................................................................

Date....................................................................................................... .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Oke e ch 0 Q_~~-------------------------- STATE _______ F_lQl:id_a ________________________._________ _
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) -----------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATEs _A:p_;:~l: __ _!~~---~~~---4P_'.!-:~1 __ 7-_1i_h •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ a~ount of gas~
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats i_net with, °:ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
DateA>~--~j)>__
J_._~_4_?___________________ ,

J_, ___

Patrol led Kissimmee prairies (Gum Slough area)
100 miles-- - - mi l eage covered
Cranes, Caracaras, Burr owing Owls, Egrets, Hawks and Herons are nesting in
good shape.
Weather conditions: clear and pleasant.
Date A.F._Z:~-~

2,,, ___J:~!~L _________________,
--Patrolled Okeechobee Lake and Sanctuar y areas
80 m.iles----mileage covered
Glos sy ibises, Limpkins, Egrets and Herons.mre building nests in marsh.
4 Everglade Kite nests, observed.
Accomp anied by .Mr . Sprunt.
Weather conditions: cool and windy.

Date.i~f~~-1~~-dJ:~~iirTes________ _
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on Egret Rookery.
400 Egrets------------nesting in Bay Pond.
Weather conditions: clear and windy .
Dat~J?~~J___{,___J,_~_4~---------------------

Patrolled Fish Branch area
95 m.iles----mileage covered
4 Crane nests, in ponds.
Contacted Mr. Alexander Sprunt's parties it
Weather conditions: clear and cool.

Kissimmee River.

Date__ ;A;l,??;_~J___;?.J ___J;~-4~-------------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on Crane and Burrowing CNrl nests.
l pair cranes, with 2 young, observed. 1 B. Vulture, building nest.
14 Burr owing OWl burrows, observed in prairie.
Weather conditions: Clear a nd warm

Date__4~~±-J

___$_,___ _l~i_~-------------~-----·

Patrolled Taylor's Creek vicinity
90 miles----mile.a ge covered
Checking on Egre~ Rookery.
Contacted Mr. Sprunt's parties
1,000 mixed Egrets--------roosting.
in prairie .
800 White Ibises---------"
600 mixed Herons---------"
Weather conditions• clear a~a QQol.,

Date. ~~{~i1i-~,f~:~f-~IJ~·-es--\vlth

Nick ash and contacte
Tu'fr. Sprunt s parties at Kissin:nnee River.
100 miles---- mileage covered
Weather conditions:warm and cloudy.
]

1

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )__________ __ Q~~-~-9-J!QQ_E?_~-------------------------------- STATE _ ____Fl.Q;,t:_:j.g_a. ________________________________ ___

April 8th thru April 14th.
INCLUS IVE DATES _______________________________________________________
_

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_h.J?-~_:1,._l __ .6_~---l~_4g ____________________ ,

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (King's Bar vicinity with :Mr . Alexander Sprunt)
Making an estimate count or glossy ibis and everglade kite nests.
?5 miles----mileage ~overed ·
4000 lossy ibises----------with nests and eggs. 4 everglade kites, with eggs .
0
• egre --------- - ----with eggs and young.
100 snovry egrets- ----------- "
"
"
n
\ eather conditions:clear, windy

Date.A~;:J:J ___~_,___ l~1=_g ____________________ _

Patroll ed Fish Branch with :rv.ir . and Mrs . A.
100 miles----m.ileage covered·
Photographing and observing birds.
Weather conditions: clear and windy .

DateA¥:r;_>_~~J___ J_Q.1 __ J~_4~L

s.

Hougb._to

and

~arty.

________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch with U. s. Warden Wm. Lehmann .
Posting Wildlif'e Refuge .
110 milesQ---:mileage covered
l pr . Cranes with 3 young--------observed.
~eather conditions: cloundy with rain .

Date~~{i;*1flA---~~!h1es--8*1

contacted M'r . Sprunt•s parties at Kissinnnee River
80 milesQ---mileage covered
Weather conditions: rain.

Dat!AP ___~~I

__ J:g_,_ ___J;~~~----------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch with Mr . Sprunt.
Checking crane roosts.
250 cranes-----------roosting in Baker PoDds .
100 miles----mileage covered
Vieather conditions: vlear and warm.

___

Date __4~~~-J:---~~,.1 1"_$_~g_________________ _

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake and King's Bar Rookery
?5 miles----mileage covered
Glossy ibises, EVerglade Kites and Egrets are still collecting in rookery .
Weather conditions: cloudy and windy.

Date.Al?~~J.- --~~J. __ _l~~~------------------

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----m.ileage covered
Contacted 1Ar . Sprunt's parties at Kissimmee River.
Weather conditions: clear and warm.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area)__________________ Q~~~~_<_?_Q_<?._~~-~-------------------------- STATE _______~_!~~~~-~---------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES !P_~~l: __ _;!._~~E:--~~~--A:E~-~-~---~1st •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate .numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__A~~~J __ J§_J __ J_~_*g_________________.
Patrolled Sanctuary areas with ;M::..:,
r .~O~·~[~·,..,,,J:)~~~~~·~
75 miles----mileage covered
5 Everglade Kites---------observed
Glossy Ibises, Limpidns, Gulls and Terns , Ducks , Egrets, Herons showed up
good.
Weather conditions: cloudy and windy .

Date_}~{~*rf:a--ji-t~---Br-iii_c_ff

area
100 miles----mileage covered
6 young cranes---------observed
400 cranes------- - -- - --roosting
Weather conditions: rain

Date_~~{fili1f~~---¥~t!--Frs_ii___Branch

through prairies to Okeechobee
100 m.iles----mileage covered
4 young cranes-- - ----observed
2 crane nests, in ponds,---------observed
3 caracara nests, in cabbage palms--- -- - observed.
·\, eather conditions: rain

Date.~~r~&I±~-a:--~!~-.--s-Ifar--Rookery

and Sanctuary areas

75 m.iles----mileage covered
4000 glossy ibises-------nesting.
500 Am. Egrets----- - ----- "
Weather c onditions: cool and windy .
300 mixed herons--------- "
This rooltery consists or comorants, limpkins and B. and y . c·rown nightherm

Date~£~~-§1i~a---ji~~---Branc_ii_. area

with Mr . J . M. Johnson

100 miles----m.ileage covered

Observing and photographing birds .
Weather conditions : hot and clear .
DatJ"_:2_~_=!-J ___?._Q_L_)0_~_~_?__________________ __

Patrolled Sanctuary areas with Mr . J . M. Johnson (King's Bar Rookery)
60 miles - ---mileage covered
Photographing and observing birds .
Weatherconditions: hot and clear .

Date.~~~f-~ri-~ct---€~-1~-ebriiig--with

Mr . J . M.

Johnso

... • ............., ,.......,...~··~~lfll

returned to Oke e chobee .
115 miles----nuleage covered
Visited with Mr . Archbold at Hicoria .
Weather conditions : hot and clear .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

(Page one)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) ______________ .Q_~~-~g~QQ_~-~------------------------------ STATE _______f_J.g_:r~g-~-------------------------------I NCLUSIVE DATE~.P.~~-~--~-~g_~--~-~--~.:Q~Ji___~glth •
NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling? amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb~rs and names of boats i_net with; D;ames of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention ~ny unusual happemn.gs; any ~1eturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_A'.:Q~JJ ___?._g_,___ 1_~-~g__________________ _

Patrolled Kissimmee Prairie
100 miles----mileage covered
Weather conditions: warm and cloudy.
Checking Egret Rookery .
300 Am. egrets------- - - n esting in cabbage hammock
25 Ward herons--------"
"
n
"
2 caracaras ----------" , Contacted Glen lJ Dra v i~ .
"
" "

Dat{~t~~-1i~-d --~~~~--Branch-· area

100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on crane rookery
500 cranes------roosting in Baker Ponds.
10 young cranes-------observed
Weather conditions: cool•: and windy.

Dat~~{f-§1f-!~---ii-:-r-s--Bar--Rookery

and vicinity
60 miles----mileage covered
.
4000 glossy ibises--------nesting
400 Am. egrets-----------"
8 Everglade kite nests----observed
Weather conditi ons: cloudy and cool .

_

Date.Ap~-~JO---~p_ ,__ _:J:~~g _________________ _

Patrolled Istokpoga Lake vicinity and Fish Branch
110 miles----mi leage covered
50 Black Ducks----- - --nesting in marsh
4 young cranes--------observed
6 burrowing owl burrows-- ---obser ved

~~~2n-==o~a~r_a~c~a~r_a""'l"7n'-e~s~t~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_o_b~s~e~rv
::....:....~e~di,~w~i~t~h~y~o~ung~"2.:..·-\~V~e~a~t~h~e~r:...-:ic~o~n~d~1~·.......
t i~o~n~s~· ..........
w; rt1y ,
Date#'EJ;I;t;___~.$_ ,___J~1:_?___________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----ihil eage covered
400 Am. egrets----------nesting in Mizelle Hammock
1 caracara nest ---------observed with young .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
Dat~P;J;_~):___ g_rz_,_ __ J~~~------------------·

Patrolled King's Bar Rookery with Mr. and Mrs . Allan Cruickshank
40 miles----mileage covered
Photographing Glossy ibises
i eather conditions: clear and hot .

Date.Al2;i;JX___~~-'----:l,~1:-~-----------------·

Patrolled King's Bar Rookery with Mr . Allan
Cruickshank.
40 miles--~-mil e age c9v~red
Photographing glossy i bises
Weather condit _,_ ons:clear and hot
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Eac~~n or initial here:

-7~-C--------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM
(Pa ge t wo)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. -

SANCTUARY (or general area )______________Q~~-~Q-~QQ_~~------------------------------ STATE ___,El_Qr.ida ____________________________________
INCLUSIVE DATES'__l?~tl __
&_?_!!g___ ~_h~___A_m::j._J, __ ~_9th .
NOTE: Repon weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numhe~ and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
'

Date.i~~~-"b __ g_~.J __ J_~_~g-----------~------- .
atrolled Ki ng 's Bar Rookery wi t h .irr . Al lan Cruic kshank
40 m.i les- - --m.il eage covered
Photogr aphing glossy ibises
Weat her conditions: clear and hot .

Dat~~t-~g~I£<i--f~~~y--H.aiiiffiock v i cinity vii th Mr .
120 miles----Inlleage covered

and r.'.rr s . Allan Cruic kshank

Photographing carac aras
Banded one young caracara at Bay Hammock
Weather conditions: clear and hot .

Date__________________________________________________ __ _

Date·- -- ---- -------- --~---------------------------------·

Date_______ _____________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·-_______ _________________ _________ ___________ ------·

Ea~rd~n- sign or initial here:

£~
~-----------------------------·
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ___________________________Q}~~~-~J!_Q°trn_~----------------- STATE ______~J:g_~~.9:_~--------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES ~~y---~-~-1! ___1i_!g'_'9,__ ~:y: __ 7-1;_
h_!_____ _
NOTE: Repon weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_~y__
j:_~~g_________________________ _

J:_, ___

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles--- - mileage covered
Checking on young cranes , carac aras , and burr owing owls.
7 young cranes--- --- - ----- - - -observed . 150 A. egrets with yotmg- -- observed
5 caracaras with voung - --- -"
Weather conditions : war m and cloudy .
10 burrowing owls with poung- - "
Date.~.Y.__ .?._ ...__J~~g_________________________ _

Patrolled King ' s Bar and vicinity with 1tr . and Mrs . Allan Cruickshank
50 miles- -- - mil eage covered
Photographing glossy i hises .
Weather conditions : warm and cloudy

Date~~tr%±r~&!irsli--Branc1i-· area

100 mil es---- mileage covered

Protecting cranes .
500 cranes- ---- - - -roosting at Baker Ponds .
3 young cranes------observed
Weather conditions: rainy

,,•

1_,__ )_~1_?._ ________________________ __

Dat~Y __

Patrolled Taylor ' s Creek vicinity
100 miles--- - mileage covered
Young egrets and herons whov1 up good .
Weather conditions: cloudy and wingy.

Date~tr~ii-~~?!ih.ng-,-s--Bar--Rookery

with 1't r . and :iU's . Allan Cruickshank:

50 miles-- - -mileage covered
Photographing everglade kites .
Weather conditions: clear and hot

!?_,___ J:~1-~-------------------------·
Patrolled King ' s Bar with Mr . and 1\,s • Allan Cruickshank
50 miles- --- mileage covered
Photographing everglade kites .
250 gull- billed terns- - - ---- ---- - -nesting on sand dumps.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry

DateM*-Y __

DatJ~{r~i-1~X1i~ish--Branch-·wi th

Mr .

and MRs . Allan

Cruickshank
100 mi l es----mileage covered
Photographing burr owi ng owls .
\ eat her conditions: hot and sultry .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

Each warden sign or initial here:

-----~~-----------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )__________________Qk~-~Q.b,Q.b_e~--------------------------- STATE ______Rlorida _______________________________ __
INCLUSIVE DATES ~Y._ __§!i_~---~~-~--J!'.~¥._ __J_._1:~!J:~---NOTE: Repon weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
D t :May 8 1942
a e__pa.-trofrea:___IiiaTaii--i~es-ervati on vie ini t y wi t -h Mr . Arthur Nelles and Mr.
Reginald Denham
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Photographing and · observing birds .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry

Date.~ir~II~i~3Ite_e_chobe_e ___Lake

with Mr .
and .Mrs . Allan Cruickshank
60 miles- ---mileage covered
Ph otographing ~lls and terns
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy

D

t May 10
1942
a ePat-ro~fe_d __ Krss~mme-e--prairies (Oak Creek vicinity)
100 nu l es--- - nuleage covered
4 cranes , with young--- - ------observed
3 caracar as, with young- -----n
10 burr owing owls, with young- - "
Weather conditions: hot and sultry Water in prairies are drying u;p fast .

Date__~tr~Ite-~~-8~e-eciiob-ee--·Lake (King ' s Bar Rookery and vicinity)
75 miles--- - mileage covered
Glossy ibises , Gulls and terns , Am. egrets , La . herons , ward herons,
comorants , wat er turkeys , l i mpkins, ducks and everglade kites are ne sting
in good shape .
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy .
Datel~y __Jg.J. ___ X~-~g______
_______________ ___
Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles- ---mile age covered
Young cranes, caracaras , burrowing owls , egrets and herons and haw~ shovr
up good in this area .
500 cranes- - - ----- --roosting in Baker Ponds .
Weather conditions : hot and cloudy .

Date.--:{r--~i±el~j~-om--Okee_c_iiobee

to Gum Slough area
100 miles----mileage covered
8 cranes , with young----------- - - - observed
4 caracaras, with voung--- - ------ "
Contacted Mr . N. ~ . Holmes , CattleIIB.Il at Gum Slough .
Weather conditions : hot and clear .
'

Date__~~frgfie-k~f~om--G-um--siough to Oke ochobe e
100 miles - --- mileage covered
l pair of swallow- tailed Kites- - --- observed
1 pair of ospreys vrith young---- - - observed
Weather cond i t i ons : rain
·
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_____________ Q~~-~-2~9-!?_~~------------------------------- STATE __ £._J:Q_~~9,-~---------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES __•~-1----~~~-h--~-~~--~@y_ __g_i~~-!NOTE: Rep on weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats 1;11et with; ~ames of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. ~ent1on ~ny unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturhance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

i~~r-~~te~-~8~ee_c_iiobe_e____
Lake

( Sanctuary areas )
?O mii es----mileage covered
4000 Glossy Ibis es- --- ---- ---nesting , with eg~s'and young
10 Everglade Kite nests-- ---"
"
" •
15 Limpkins nests-------- - --"
, with ydurig .
Weather conditions : cloudy and hot .

Date__

___

Date_].y~y __ J:_~.1. J:~_1g

______________________ _

Patrolled King's Bar vicinity
50 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Glossy and Evergl ade Kite Rookery
\feather conditions: Cloudy •
Vater level in l ake is droppi ng l ast .

Date_t~trg-fh~-fr~j~-sii--Bra-iicil" are a
100 miles- - --m.ileage covered
10 young cranes-------------observed
500 cranes- - -------------roosting in Baker Ponds.
Weather conditions : clear and hot
Prairies are drying up fast .
Date_!~~~y_-___J:~_, __ J,._~1-~-----------------------

Patrolled Sanctuary areas $,nd King's Bar vicinity.
50 miles--- - mileage covered
Protecting Glossy and Everglade Kite Rookery .
·weather conditions: clear and hot .

Date'.JY~y __ J_~_LJ~.1~L _____________________ .

Patrolled Kissimmee prairies (Saddle E:ammoclc area)
100 miles-- --mileage covered
Contacted W.ir . N. A. Holmes •, Cattleman, at Saddle Hammock
Checking on reports of Wild Turkey and deer killing , at Saddle Hrumnock .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.
Date_)~y___g_Q_,___ _'.1~-1~----------------------

Pa trolled Gum Slough area
100 miles- -- - mileage covered
A~s_:t
State ·warden in the .arrest and,. convj,ction of Th<;:>mas Brothers,
Bassen~e .,, ]'..lorida . These boys were found with two doe· deei .. and one
wi~d en turkey, in their possession .
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot.
Date ..~~y___
?_!_, __ )._~-4~----------------------·
.
Each}f;/Jjj~gn or initial here:
Patrolled Olceechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
60 miles-- --mileage covered
____ ./'Lf4]!h~_: _____________________________.
Protecting glossy ibis and everglade kite rookery
--------------------------------------------------------·
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page one)

SANCTUARY (or general area)_____________________ Q~~~-<?_g_~~~-~------------------------ STATE _____Jf_lQ;i;_j,_g~------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES __ :~~---~~-~~---~~~---~y __ ;?_l~1i-~NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__~~f:r-~i±e~'?. B~ee-cliobe_e __°Lake ( sane t uary areas )
60 miles-- - - mileage covered
Protecting Glossy Ibises and Everglade Kites .
Weather conditions : hot and sultry .
Date__M#_
y:__ g_~_t __ J _?_4g_____________________ __
Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
80 miles----mileage covered
Young glossy ibises , everglade kit es , gulls and terns , limpkins and herons
are hatching fast .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .
Date_!~;t: __

g_4.i __ J~_4-g______________________ _

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake and Lakeport Road vicinity
100 miles- --- mileage covered
Contacted Cattlemen and worked with State Wardens .
Water in marshes and ponds has dried up .
eather conditions : clear and hot .

g§_,__ J:_~~-?_____________________ ___

Date_!~r___

Patrolled pr airies and river marshes
100 miles- ---mileage covered
500 Am. egrets-- ----- nesting , with young, in cabbage hammock .
100 snowy egrets- - - -- "
"
"
"
n
n
50 ward herons - - - - - "
"
"
"
"
"
Weahher c onditions : Rain .

Date:ir~~f-e-~~-S~e-echob-ee---f..ake

{sanctuary areas)
50 miles----mileage covered
Protecting glos sy ibises and everglade kites .
Weather conditions : clear and hot . ·

nat~frgite~~t;alries _________ _
100 miles- --- mileage covered
8 young cranes---- ------ observed
10 burrowing owls- ----- "
with young .
6 Caracar as------ - - ------ "
"
"
?5 cranes- -------------roosting in pond . Weather conditions: hot and sul t ry.
Date~_y: __ _?_@..1 ___~~-1~-----------------------·
Eac"!/J;y~~en sign or initial here:
Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
fiO miles----mileage covered
--~~------------------------------------·
Pro~ec~ing gLossy ibises and everglade kites .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry in morning.
Rain in afternoon .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page two)

SANCTUARY (or gener al area )_______________ Q}.~~~_'?..g_<?._~~-'?._ _____________________________STATE ___ ..El.ori.da ____________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES~~---~§~c;r1:-_·~J~P:g__ Ar~y __ ;?_l~1;_.__
NOTE: Rep on weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling? amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats i;net with; ~ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.;-~r~itef~B~eec1iobee---Lake

(sanctuary areas)
75 miles---- m.ileage dovered
Protecting glossy ibises and everglade kites .
500 gulls and terns--------nesting with eggs and young.
100 black neck s tilts----- "
"
" •
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot .
Date__~Y._--~_Q.J. __ J~~~---------------------·
Patrolled Fish Branch and vicinity
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting cranes .
600 cranes---------roosting, in Baker Ponds .
Contacted Mr . Westervelt ' s foreman , Mr . Robert Williams .
Weather conditions: clear and hot .
Date __'M!A!___~J;_,___1_$._~9----------------------·
Patrolled Fish Branch and vicinity
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting cranes and checking on reports of crane shooting .
Searched one car , on suspicion or having cranes . No birds found .
Contacted Mr. and Mrs . Charles Ma.nzer and Mr . and Mrs. William Wagoner, Jr.
Weather conditions: Cloudy and hot .
Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date·-------------------------------------"--------------

Date ____ ________________________________________________ _

Date __ __________________________________________________ _

Eac~jyn

sign or initial here:

_/'~
~ ----------------------------------·

_

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_________ _________ .O_k~_e_Ch.Q'Q_e._~-------------------------- STATE _____~J__Q~_:!:.<;i;~-----~-------------------------------IN CLUSIVE DATES _J~~___ J:,_?._~---~~-~---f~~---?-~!±_~_
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

i~~-oftei~MssTromee---prairies

with Mr . and Mrs . William Wagoner, Jr .
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Observing birds .
500 Am. egrets---------nesting, with young .
Birdlife showed up good in this area .
Weather conditions : cloudy and hot .
Date__~}!g~___&_,___ X_$..1_?______________________ _
Patrolled Sanotuary areas (Okeechobee Lake)
75 miles--- - mileage covered
4,000 glossy ibises--------with eggs and young.
10 Everglade kite nests--- - "
"
"
"
Stilts, gulls and t erns are nesting in good shape.
Weather conditions: Rain.
Date__J:!J,Jl~---~~ ___ J,._
i;1_42______________________ _
Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Indian Reservation.
100 miles--- - mileage covered
25 Black-neck stilts, with young---------fe~ding in ponds .
300 wood ibises----------feeding in marsh.
300 glossy ibises-------- "
"
"
Weather conditions : Rain.
Date __;J:~~---4-1 __ )0_~_4~----------------------Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
Contacted sport fishermen
75 miles--- - mileage covered
Protecting glossy ibis and everglade kite rookery.
Young everglade kites are showing up in good shppe .
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot in morning; rain i n afternoon.

Date__

Date_~-~-~ __

p_,___J~l~L ____________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Contacted Capt . Westervelt ' s foreman, Robert Williams .
150 cranes------ feeding in prairies
6 young cranes, ·observed.
Weather conditions: Rain'

Date_~~~---§.J ___ J;~_4~------------------------

Pa trolled Fish Branch vicinity
90 miles----mileage covered
Protecting crane rookeries.
500 cranes--------roosting in Baker Ponds .
The ponds and prairies are flooded with water.
Weather conditions: heavy rain .

Date;[~~---'?-~---~~~g _______________________ _

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
60 miles----mileage covered
10 everglage kite nests---- -with 2 to 4 young , 29
young kites . Too young to band .
Weather conditions : rain.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) __________ Q}£~~g_ggp_~~----------------------------------- STATE _____ .Fl.Qr.ida __________________________________
INCLUSIVE DATE~~~---§~-~--_1;-~ __ J_~-~--J._4tll,_.
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats i;net with; °:ames of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.i~~o~fei~i~ee-chobe_e___:Lake

( sane tuary areas )

60 miles----mileage covered

Protecting Glossy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery.
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy with rain in afternoon .

Date.i~~oi±ek5?-B~eec1iobee---Lake

with Mr . and Mrs .

50 miles- ---mileage covered

Ch~les w.

Manzer

Observing birds .
Weather conditions: rain.
Datd_~_~___ JQ_. _
__1~_42_____________________ _

Patrolled Lakeport Reed and Indian Reservation
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Cattlemen and Fa:t9mers .
These marshes are flooded with water .
'leather conditions: rain .

Dat~~fc&f~a:1if-~sirnm_e_e ___pr.airies

with Mr . and Mrs. Charles Manzer

100 miles----mileage covered

Observing birds and contacting Cattlemen.
Prairies are f looded with water .
Weathe r conditions: hot and sultry.
Date. J ~~---J;2_,___±:_~~-~-------------------·
-Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
75 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Sport fiShermen and protecting Glossy [bis and Everglade Kite
Rookery.
feather conditions: hot and sultry.

__

Date_J -~~---m..1 J;~-4~--------------------Pa trolled Okeechobee Lake with Mr. and M s . Charles Manzer
Assisted Sheriff Conrad of Okeechobee County in searching and arrest or

F

i

e.

miles-- - -mileage covered
Weather conditions: hot and sult ry .
Date __fI~~--J1..1 __ )._~1_?____________________ _
Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Cont
State Fire V arde 1 .alke_ _
Prairies are flOOded with water .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each

r airie.

_____

~sign

or initial here:

//'/~~~-------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_____________________ Qk'2fl_Q.b,_QR~_E?._ _______________________ STATE _______ ]:~-<?._~~-~~----------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES __."[_~~---i§~l~ __ !i_h~--l~~---~-~~t •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D

t

a

June 15 1942
e_Patroir~a---OF.:eeclio'ffee___Lake (Sanctuary areas) with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Manzer.
60 miles----mileage covered
Observing birds and protecting Glossy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery
Contacted Sheriff Conrad of Okeechobee county and state Road Patrolrn.a.n Gibbs.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry

na t eWoiEea--on--c-ar
June 1 5, 1942_____________________ _

Con-tacted State Warden Robert Padgett
Weather Conditions: hot and sulbry in morning; thunderstorm in afternoon.

n June

17 , 1942

atePa"t-roTle(f-Fisn--Erlincli-· area

100 miles----mileage covered
Cranes, burrowing ow·ls , caracar a s and howks showed up good .
Prairies are flooded with water.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
Datef@0_1?___ l~~---l~_4~----------------------

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuar y areas}
75 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Glos sy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery
Contacted Sport Fishermen.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

__

___________________ _

Date__ ~-~-~--1~..t J~_@

Patrolled Kissimmee River and vicinity with :Mr. and Mrs. Charles Manzer
1 Caracara nest, with young, in cabbage palm---- ·- ----observed .
Wildlife showed up good.
11/Iarshes are flooded with water.
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot.

~~;-csi¥~a-!jf-~li---Br-iiiicii

area
100 miles----mileage covered
600 cranes---------roosting in Baker Ponds.
Young cranes showed up good .
Weather conditions: rain

Date __

Date _~~~-oif~a1;~li---Branc1i-

area and Istokpoga Vicinity .

100 miles----mileage covered

Protecting cranes . Checking on reports of Crane
shooting.
Weather conditions: rainy
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
(Page one)
SANCTUARY (or general area)________________Q~~-~-QJ:AQR_f?..~----------------------------- STATE ______]:l,_Q~_i_cA§.___________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES {~!l:~ ___?._e!!:_~t__:l!_~-~--.!T-~~--~-~~-h •
NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats i;net with; °:amee of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. ~ention ~ny unusual happemn.ge; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__IJ'.O~~---?..§.t ___ J0_~_1&____________________ _
Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
60 miles - ---mileage covered
Protecting Everglade Kite and Glossy Ibis Rookery .
Contacted Sport and Commercial Fishermen .
Vleather conditions: rainy.

Date_j~~___g.;?_,___ J~~~--------------------·

Patrol led Okeechobee Lake and Lakeport Road vicinity
100 mi les- - - - mileage covered
Egrets , Ibises, Herons, Limpkins, Stilts, Gulls and Terns , caracnras and
Burrowing OWls shov1 up good in this area .
4 Everglade Kites- -------- - observed
\leather conditions: Hot and sultry in A . M. ; rain in P . M.
Date~-~~---~~.t __ J_~_1&_____________________ _
Patrolled Istokpoga Lake vicinity with Mr . and Mrs . Charles Manzer
100 miles- -- - mileage covered
Contacted farmers and catt lemen.
6 &~allow-t a iled Kites------ - - - -feeding in lake marsh
Weather conditions: rainy

Date·-iiit~o¥-i~a:-J:ff~g~s---Bar--·and

vicinity (Okeechobee Lake)
60 miles- ---mileage covered
Young Glossy Ibises are mostly on wing .
ro ng Ever,..glade Kitea are not on wing .
Weathe r conditions: Rain

Date·-i>1it~ 0-I~~-a:Xff~-ii--Braiicil· area

with Mr . and rirs . Chat les Manzer

100 mi les----mileage covered

Contacttlng cattlemen and observing birds .
Birdlife shoVled up good . Pra iries are flooded with water .
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy

g_'li___1~~~L __________________ _

Date.~~-~___

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
60 miles----mileage covered
Conta cting Fishermen and protecting Glossy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery
Blakk-neck Stilts , Gu l ls and Terns hatchei off in good shape .
Weather conditions: rain
DateJ ~~---~§_,___ !~~-?. _____________________
Patrolled Fish Br a nch area
100 miles-- - -mileage covered
Protectine crane rooke ry and contacting Hogrnen .
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Ea;);/warden sign or initial here:

£~------------------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

(Page t wo)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )_________Q~~~_Q_hQ_Q.~_f?____________________________________ STATE _______ F.19.rid.a ________________________________ _
I

INCLUSIVE DATES_;!_"~~---~-~g~--~_h~~---;[~:g~---~_Q-~h •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

I

I
'

-~---.---.--~--........---......,,..,..,,_____,___,___,~---.---.---.---.---.---.~---.~~~---.---.~---.---.---.---.---.---.---.---.~---.---.---.---.---.---.---.---.~ I

Date_J_~-~---&_$...._ __ _1~_1~-------------------·

Patrolled Highways and prairies
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Searching for hi ghway shoot i ng .
Pra iries a r e flood ed vlith wat er . Birdlife showed up good .
\leather conditions: cloudy with scatte red showers .

I
i
j

Date.ifia.nzer
i~~Qr~~i~~Ctiliirj--ii-eas
and
and Miss Anne Ardrey

Indian Reservation with Mr . and •! rs . Charles

:

100 miles- ---mi leage covered
Observing birds .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date ____ ________________________________________________ _

Date·---_______ _________________ __ ----------------------·

Ea~;~en

sign or initial here:

~--------------------------------------·
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

I

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_______Q!fE?_~2_-h2l>_~~--------~----------------------------- STATE __.Fl.o.ri_da_______________________________________
I NCLUSIVE DATES ~~!i

___~~~---~~---~~.1y___7-~-~-"--

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb~rs and names of boats i;net with; D;ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. !denllon ~ny unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

~~i~of±ef~-il-ssimmee---prair ie s with Ji.lfr . and Mrs . Charles ,fanzer and 1tiss Anne
Ardrey.
100 miles----mileage covered
Observing bir ds .
Weather conditions; Rainy

Date__

Date_~~.fr~oite[-~*~-y:'.Cor_i_s __C_reek Rookery

and vie ini ty

90 miles----mileage covered
Creeks.a~d marshes are flooded with water . Wildlife showed up good.

Young ibises and egrets are on wing .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry •..
DatJ~J_Oy __.3._., __ .19.4.2_______________________.

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Redlight Reef vicinity)
75 miles----mileage covered
Ba ing OJ.U!g Everglade Kites . )3ande<l 5 young Everglade .Kites . These birds
will soon be on wing .
·
·
·
Weather conditions: heavy thunderstorms.

______________________.

Date_}~J;y___~_.1 __ J_~_~g

Patrolled highways and prairies
125 miles----mileage covered
Conta0ting Sport Fishermen and checking on highway shooting. Contacted 25
p~rties. Searched 2 cars, on suspicion of killing Ward Herons . One dead
Ward Heron , found on roadside . No guns found in cars.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.
Date__CI~Jy___~_,. __ J;:~_42______________________ ,
Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Lakeport Road
100 miles----mileaga covered
Contacting Sport fishermen. Contacted 10 parties.
Weather conditions ; cloudy and hot .

______________________ _

Date._~_~J;¥___ ~.i ___ J_~_~g

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting crane Rookery .
450 Cranes------- -roosting in Baker Ponds.
Weather conditions: rainy
Date.J _'IJ,J,y __ "}__,_ __ _l,.9-42_ ______________________.

Patrolled Sanctuary areas (King's Bar Roolcery)
60 miles----mileage covered
Banding..s.:oung Evergladee Kites . Banded 10 oung
Everglad.e Kites.
Wea ther ·conuitions:hot and sultry
Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

-~~~~~~~--~~

Eac)::£<;JJ;n sign or initial here:

£~.._--------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
S.A NCTUARY (or general area )___________ Q~~~-~gg_~~-~--------------------------------- STATE ____..El.Qrida ___________________________________
INCLUSIVE DATES _~~~1-___§1._~__ !i_~ __ _J_~J__y ___i4t1l. •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling? amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats :r;net with; ~ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. !tfent1on ~ny unusual happemn.gs; any ~1sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__;r~J.Y.: §_~ ___:.!,~_42 _____________________ ,

__

Patrolled Sanctuar y areas
75 miles----mileage covered
Working on signboards and protecting wildlife .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
'

Date.i~i~o-ftek-~-£~-airie_s _______ _
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and protecting cranes
Water in ponds is plentiful for birdlife .
Weather conditions: thunderstorms
Date.~~J:y_)O_Q_~ ___l~42 ____________________,

Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Indian Reservation
95 miles----mileage covered
Egrets , Ib i ses, Herons and Caracaras show up good alongside the road .
118.rshes are flooded with wa1Jer .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .
Date___ ~~J;z __ J_'.L____~~~~------------------·

Patrolled Okee chobee Lake (Glossy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery)
60 miles----mileage covered
20 Everglade 'Kites--- - -----observed
Young Glossy Ibises are on wing. Everglade Kites are nearly all on wing .
Weather c.onditions: rainy

___________________ _

Date__ J _!'!:C.~---~-L_J_?J_?

Patrolled prairies and highways
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting .
100 cranes----------feeding in prairies
One brood of Wild Turkeys----- - --observed, in prairie.
Weather conditions: rain

I

Date __J ~~;[ __ Of !?_,__ __J;~~--------------------

Patr olied Sanctuary areas and Lake marshes
90 miles----mileage covered
Contacted State Game Warden Padgett.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry in morni ng ; thunderstorms in afternoon .

Date. ~_~f_y_JA_L_JO_~_~g__________________ ___

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery .
600 Cranes-- ------- -roost1:ng
Contacted Capt . Westervelv'S foreman, Robt • Wi 11 ia ins·-------------------------------------------------------·
Weather condi
ti.ans: ..rain
.
.
tUse additional sheet to avoid crowding)

'

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_____________ ______________ .Q_l~~-$_Q.b._Q'Q_e_~------------ ----- STATE ______ .F._l,_Q_l:_:i._<la________________: ___________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES _~~J_y:___~~~-~--!i-~~--~-1:!~~--~-!~~

•

NOTE· Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__ l~JO_y: ___iQ_,_ __ J~_1g___________________.

Patrolled prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and checking on Fishing ~±Bx parties.
300 cranes, observed--------------feeding in marshes
Weather conditions: hot and sultry in A. VI.. ; rain in P . M.
Date.l~J;O_y: __ J&., ___ ~~-1~--------------------·

Patrolled Lakeport Road and Sanctuary areas
95 miles----mileage covered
500 Wood Ibis es-----------f'eeding
1,000 vhite"
--------- - ,,
600 Glossy " - -- -------4 Pverglade Kites- --------observed . Weather cond itions : hot and sultry.

Date_~*i~0if~Ci-J:~f~li---Brailci. area
100 miles----mi!eage covered
Protecting Crane ponds.
Cranes , Burrowing ow·ls, and Caracaras showed up good .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

~~i~of~~a1f-~~-okp-oga--Lake

vicinity
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking o~ :epor~~ of Ivory-billed Woodpeckers. No birds found .
5 SWallow-i:;ailed Kites-----observed
Weather conditions: hot and sultry in A. 1.r.
· in
· p • !VI
1u
. •, r ain
.
.
Date__ ;f_~J__y:___J,~_, ___ _1_~_42___________________ _
Patrolled pra iries and highways
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on Fishing parties and highway shooting .
Checked 5 Fishing parties .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

Date __

Date __;I°_~JO:,y __ g_Q..t ___ J;0~_1&

__________________ __

Attended Court in Sebring and contacted Members ot the Game Protective
Association .
95 miles ----m.ileage covered
These people, of the Grune Protective Assoc i ation, are greatly interested
in wildlife.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date _~~t~-o~f~e:r~~f~Irre-s--t-h.ru

Fish Branch vicinity
100 miles----lhileage covered
Contacted Capt . '!estervelt Ts grass planters an
Fi sh I3rahch.
--------------------------------------------------------\1 eat her conditions:hot and sultry with heavy thuneerstorms .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crow!1-ing)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM
(P~ge

one)

.·

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )______Q_~~~-9-_g_Q.~~-~-------------------------------------- STATE __ Jf.J,Q_~;i,Q._~-------------------------------~-------INCLUSIVE DATES _;[~~¥._ __§~-~~---~~---;[~-~¥___~;!.-~t •
NOTE: Rep on weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

___

Date.l~'.h:Y__ ~g_, J_~~f?____________________.

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
80 miles----mileage covered
4 Everglade Kit e s-------------observed, feeding in the marsh.
Young Glossy IIJises, Wood aµd White I bises show up good in this area .
Weather conditions:hot and sultry .

Date.~~~o!r~-d~1f~rrTes---ana high~vays
100 miles----mileage covered

Checldng on highway shooting and reports of Q.uail hunting.
Searched one car, on suspicion of killing Q.uail. No birds
V/eatl1er cond i tions: cloudy and J1bt .

fou~d.

g1_,___ l~1'g____________________.

Date__;J:~_'.hy___

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
?5 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and Sport Fishermen .
leather conditions: rain and heavy thunderstorms .
Dat

July 25

1942

e.l'at-ro-Ir~a---:filgfavay-s--a-iid. prairies
100 miles----nlileage covered

Checking on Sport Fishermen. Checked 8 parties. No guns found .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

__

Date.. ~~l:y: ~_§..,_ __ J~_1g

___________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles-- - - rrlileage covered.
Checking on Aeroplanes :flying at a low altitude and protecting Crane
roolcery. These pilots are very cooperatuve and are interested in wildli ie
Weather conditions : cloudy and hot .
ate__ ;f_~J.y__ _?_7-_, _____~_~g___________________ .

Visited Wife and infant daughter in hospital.

Date._ cIQ_~:( __~_,___ ~9-IJ1 __________________.

Patrolled prairies (Fish Branch area)
90 miles----mileage covered
Protectin:t\.Crane Rookery
400 crane~-------roosting in Baker Ponds
Weather conditions: hot and sultry•
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

-~.//_

____Y-E~--------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

(Page two )

SANCTUARY (or general area )_____________Q~~-~2-~9}?_~~-------------------------------- STATE ____~l2?;_~9-:~-------------------------------------

__

INCLUSIVE DATES __ r~~Y.: _?_~~<! _!;_~--~-~~x--~-~~t

__

NOTE: Repon weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__ J _yJ__y __ g_~_,,. ___l,~_~g____________________

Painted and worked on boat
Weather conditions : hot and sultry

__

Date__ J~JO:;y: ~_Q.t __ J~!e

___________________ _

Patroll ed highways and prairies
100 miles- ---mil eage covered
Contacted Deputy Sheriff J . W. Duncan of Highl ands County.
200 cranes- -- - ------feeding in prai rie
caracaras, Burrowing O\vls , Hawks , and Egrets show up good in prairies .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry

Date __ July. __ 3.l.,. __ .19.42____________________

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles-- - - mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery
Contacted Hogmeh and Cattlemen.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
Date.___________________________________________ --------·

Date ________________________________ ____________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date.____ __ _________________________--------------------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

~------------------------------------·
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______________Q~~~_g_gg.f>_~~------------------------------- STATE _____F_~Q.*-.i9._~-----------------------------------I N CLUSIVE DATES .A~g_~~_1i___ J__~~---~g-~__ h,gEP.,_~J __ 7th•
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling? amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb~rs and names of boats ':llet with; D;ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_l\~g~~-'§__J~, J~_1=_g

_________________ _

___

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
90 miles--- - mileage covered
Glos sy Ibises , White ibises, Wood ibises, Am. . and Snowy Egrets, mixed
Herons and Caracaras show up good in this a r ea .
5 Evergl ade Kites--- ----- -observed , fe eding in marshes .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date.i~~i?§i-r~!--if~~--B-ranc1i. area
100 miles- - --mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery.
Weather conditions: hot with heavy thjunderstorms.
Date.Al._1g_\!§j!___~_,___ .,1._9_4.2__________________ ,

Patrolled Kissimme e Prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
150 Cranes-- - ----feeding in prairies .
15 Caracaras- ---"
"
"
25 Burrowing ow·ls-----observed .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

2 Swallow-:bailed Ki tes---obsEtt'ved.

Date~~~~-~~Ifci---§!~gtuary--areas
75 miles- - - - mileage covered
Contacted Hogmen and Cattlemen .
Water conditions,in this area , is plentiful for wildlife.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

;i;_g_4g __________________ _

DateAugu:::;_~---~.J. ___

Pa"trolled prairies and highways
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on highvvay shooting.
Wildlife s howed up good .
Weather condit ions: hot and sult:y

___

Date4~_g1:!~i5.___$_, J~~g __________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
85 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery. Contacted Captain Westervelt's grass planters.
700 Cranes------ - -roost ing in Balcer Ponds i
9
Weather conditions: hot with heavy thunderstorms.

nat~~ff6I1~-8 --~~~~tuary--areas
60 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Sport Fishermen. Checked 5 parties .
Limpkins , Ibises , Ducks, Herons and Egrets show up
.
.
good in this area .
4 Everglade(Jfl'!?fiiio~~r.#i~~qJ-~iJ-P,.JMililf •

Each ~~

sign or initial here:

____£
~---------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______________Q~-~-~Q_l_1Q.Q_~~------------------------------- STATE _______ F.lo.ri.d.a __________________________________ _

__.A:!J.gU.s_t__ 14th.

INCLUSIVE DATES _A~@§_~___ §_~g___t~

NOTE: Repon weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date8.JJ&~~~--J~_, __ J~-~-4~-------------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery.
700 Cranes------------ - roosting in Baker Ponds.
Water in ponds is plentiful for birdlife .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

Dat.A~_g~_$_~---~-~---l~~2 ___________________ _

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles----!!lileage covered
Contacting Fishing parties . Checking on highway shooting.
Weather conditions : hot with thundershowers.
DatJ¥~g~-~~ ___J;Q_,___ 1~1~-----------------·

Patrolled Sanctuary areas and Lakeport Road.
75 miles----mileage covered
600 Glossy Ibises-~-------~eeding in marshes . 5 Everglade Kites- ---observed.
500 White
"
.. ----- --n
n
ft
400 Wood
"
--------ft
"
n
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy
Date__.A~g~_$_t __U_,___ 1_~~~---------------·
Patrolled prairies (Taylor ' s Creek area)
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on White Ibis Rookery .
This Rookery is mixed with White and Wood Ibises, Water Turkeys , Black and
Yellow Crowned Night Herans , Am. and Snowy Egrets, La.and Little B. Herons .
Weather conditions: Rain
Date_A~~~~---l&,_ __ _J:~~~---------------·

Patrolled Kissimmee Prairie {Bluff Hammock area)
90 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and Hogmen .
Cranes, Burr owing OWls and Caracaras show up good in this area .
Weather con4itions: hot with s cattered showers .

Date.i~~¥6f1!~'-o~~t~liobe_e ___i.ake

( King,t s Bar vicinity)
60 miles----mileage covered
Checking on Glossy Ibis and Everglade Kite Rookery .
Young Kites showed up good . 15 Jvarglade Kites-------observed, feedi1Jg .
Weather conditions : Rain

Date.A~g-~~~---J,~.,_ ___:J,~~~---------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles--- - mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery.
Contacted Deputy Sheriff of High~ands County .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Ea~_:~~en sign or initial here:

~~e

_________________________________.

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) __________________Q}f~~_9_h.9_Q~_E;l___________________________STATE ____ F._)..Q_~.i.d.a______________________________________
INCLUSIVE DATES ~~g~-~-~--1Q~_h __ ~_g_;i;_l), __

:!J©.lSt _ 21st .

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling! amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb~rs and names of boats 1;11et .with; D:ames of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. ~enllon ?DY unusual happemn.gs, any ~1sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date_A~g~§~___l_Q_,_ ___J,~~~---------------·

Patrolled Lakeport Road and vicinity
90 mile s--~-mile age covered
600 Glossy Ibises---------feeding. l,000 mixed Egrets and Herons----feeding
300 Wood
# --------- "
5 Evero-lade Kites----observed, near Worm
400 White
"
--------n
°
Cove.
leather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date_~~€!~-~~ __

J§_,___l~~_?________________ _

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting .
200 Cranes--- - --- -observed, fe eding in marsh
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot with rain in afternoon.
Date__

~~f~~-!ri~_J-Kf~!lmme-e---:Prairie

(Bluff Hammock area)

90 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Jimmy Prescott in prairie .
10 Vlild Turkeys------obs erved
Grune birds showed up good in this a rea .
Weather conditions: hot and cloudy in A. M.; thunderstorms in P. M.
Date._A~g~~~---l.$_,____l~_ig ______________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary area s
?5 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Colllr.1ercial and Sport Fishermen.
Wildlife showed up good . Water in marshes is plentiful for wildlife.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

Date.~f~~-ir~~_J-Ff~-t&Br-aiic_ii.

area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery .
450 Cranes-----------roosting in Baker Ponds .
Contacted Rob WilliCTD.s, Capt. Weatervelt ' s foreman.
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot .
Date_A~~~~___gg_~ __ J~1-2________________ ·
Patrolled thru Istoh'})oga Island vicinity to Okeechobee
95 miles- ---mi leage covered
Checked5 fishing parties at Istokpoga Canal .
Weat her conditi ons: cloudy and hot.
Datel\:~gg_?.t ___2l_,___l.942. ________________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary area s
75 miles----mileage covered
Wood, W'nite and Glossy Ibises , mixed Herons and
Egrets, limpkins showed up good .
6 Everglade Kites-----observed.
( Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

(Page one)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )____________ _9_~~-~-~~~~~-~-------------------------------- STATE ___ !~9._;:~-C!~---------------------------------------INCLUSIVE

DATE~~g~~~---~§-~~---"!i_!~-;:~--A~-~~-~- 31st•

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats i;net with; ~ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~isturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date_~~~f-6fr~~-'-K}~~-1ranee___Prair ie
100 miles----milea e covered
Cranes, Caracaras, Burrowing OWls, mixed Egrets, mixed Ibises and mixed
Herons shorved up good.
Water in ponds and marshes is plentiful for wildlife.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.
Date4~8-1.:l:~_t___ _?_~-1---J_~_~g________________ _
Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting. Checked five fishing parties. No guns found .
\ eather conditions: cloudy and hot .
Dat~1.:l:g_~~~---g~,_ __ _l~~2________________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary area s and Lakeport Road
80 miles-- --mileage covered
Glossy and White Ibises, Wood Ibises, mixed _Egrets, Limpkins, mixed Herons ,
and Caracaras. showed up good in these areas , •
5 Everglade Kites-------observed, at Vform Cove.
reathsr conditions: rainy.

Dat~~~~-fie-~PF-r~~1~rancil--area

95 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Capt. Westervelt's workhands.
300 Cranes----------feeding.
4 swallow-tail Kites---------observed .
25 Burrowing Owls---observed. 10 Caracaras----------------"
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

Date_A~-g~_~J ___?_§~ ___ J__~-4~----------------

Patrolled Kissimmee Prairies (Bluff Harmn.ockn.area)
80 miles----mileage cover ed
Contacted Mr . E. M. Meserve and :rr. c. E. Drawdy at BlUff Hammock.
Q.u ail and Wild Turkeys showed up good in this area.
Weather conditions: rain.

Date_Ag.ffi.!§_1;_ __ _?_7-~ ___l,~_42_______________ _

Patrolled from Bluff Hammock thru pzairies to Okeechobee
80 miles----mileage covered
Contacted .Mr . N. A. Holmes , Cattleman, in prairie
200 Cranes-------observed, from 2 to 12in groups.
20 Burrov1ing Ovrls------observed.
15 Cara.oaras-------observed .
Weather conditions: rain.
Date.~~~-~~---~§_, ___ J__~~_?________________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
60 miles ----mile~ge covered
Cleaning up signboards and protecting birds.
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

--~------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

(Page two)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )_______Q~~~_9_f!9.Q~~-------------------------------------- STATE ____ _F.l.orida-------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES_~~~~~~---§~-~---~~---~g_@J}_~

31st .

NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat1~~~i-r~~-'-F}~~gifa~~-aii_c_ii___area
100 miles - ---mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery .
Contacted Hogmen.
400 Cranes------------ -feeding in prairi e
Weather conditions: rain

Date.-i~-rr-6ir~~_J-11f!~~ay-s--and.

prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on higlw1ay shooting and fishing parties .
guns found .
Weather conditions: ht~ and sultry.

Checked 25 people . No

Date.A\!&~~~---3l.., __ .l9.4.2 _______________ _

Patrolled Taylor's Creek and vicinity
75 miles----mileage covered
.
Checking.on White Ibis, Egret and Heron itookery.
l,000 White Ibises--------roosting.
400 mixed Herons- --- --- 0 t·
BOO Am. and Snowy Egrets--- "
r os ing .
Weather conditions: Hot in A. M.; rain in P: M
Date____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

_dff&£.________________________________ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) ________________________Q~~~g_h9J?_~~-------------------- STATE ________~J.,._Q~_;i._cl§,_ __________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATE~~.P.~~~~]?-~--~§1i_~___ 1i_b.r_u__ S.e_;pjjeme b er

7th .

NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats i_net with; ~ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~1sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__ §_~I?ii_~----l-1---l~.i~-------------------·

Patrolled Kissi.rmnee prairies {Gum Sloughareas)
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacted frog hunters ,
Cranes, Caracaras , Burrouine Owls, Egrets , Ibises and Herons show up good
in this area . Pr:.iries are flooded with water .
Weather condit16ns : hot and cloudy with scattered showers .

Date__

i~f;6r¥~cri~:~-c-tuary--~·reas

75 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen. Protecting Willllife .
4 Everglade Kites----- -- - - observed
l,000 Glmssy Ibises- - - - ---feeding .
Weather conditions : Cloudy in A. M. ; rain in P . M
Date__ §~,12~_!____!2-1---4,~_4_2 ___________________.

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery. Contacted
Ponds are flooded with water .
Weather conditions : rain .

Ca~~lemen .

___ __

Date__9-~.P.t! ~_, J,._~_42____________________ .

Patrolled Kissimmee Prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Hogi:nen and frog hunters .
200 Cranes- ----- --feeding in prairie . 29 Burrowing OV1ls- - - --observed .
25 Caracaras------- " · "
"
Weather conditions: hot in A. M.; thunderstorm im P. M.

_____________________ _

Datet!~~~-! ___ §..i __ J:_~_1_&

Patrolled Sanctuary areas ( Lakeport Road and vicinity)
95 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Sport Fishermen . Checked 6 parties .
~eather conditions: hot and sultry.
DatJ3_~p~-~---~_. __ _J!~~~----------------------

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles--- - mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting .
/eahher conditions: hot and cloudy.

Date.~~p§_~____?__,_ ___~~-4.~--------------------·

Patrolled prairies (Micco Bluff vicinity)
100 miles----mileage coyered
Protecting Q.uail and Wi d Turkeys .
Q.uail and Wild Turkeys show up good in this area .
Weather conditions: rain
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral ar ea )______________________ .Q~~_!?_Q.h,_QQ~-~---------------------- STATE ______FJ.. Q.r..id..a ____________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES __ §_~pJ_! ___~~-~~---~~\,!___S~_p_~-~-_J..4 th •
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling: amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh~rs and names of boats i;net with; ~ames of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date___ S_~J?.:ti_!___ ~.J. ___i~~~--~---------------

Patrolled Sanctuary areas and vicinity
75 m.iles----mileage covered
Contacting Frog Hunters . No guns found in camp .
500 Glossy Ibises - - - ---~ - -feeding. 150 Wood Ibises-- - - - - - - - ----feedir:g
300 White Ibises-- ------ - - "
5 Everglade Kites , observed near Torm Cove
Weather conditions: rain

Date___Q~.:Q~-'---~_,_ ___l~~------------------·

Patrolled Kissimmee :g:iarsh and prairies
100 miles- - - -mileage covered
Contacted Bo . Tompson , Cattleman, in prairie .
Ducks , Ibises , Egrets , Herons , Limpkins, Carac aras , Burr<J1Ning Owls , Cranes ,
and Hawks showed up goos in this area .
Weather conditions : hot and sultry .
Date___§~Ji~~m~-~-~---lQ_,___ _l._9_42_______ _
Patrolled Kissimmee Pr airi e (Saddle Hammock area }
90 miles--- -miloage covered
Protecting Wild Turkeys and Quail .
Game birds( Quail and 11ild Turkeys ) show u:p good in this area
Contacted Hogrnen .
Weather conditions : hot and sultry .
Date __ §_~_pi;_.!____O))._, ___ J,._~~_?_________________ _
Patrolled Sanctuary areas
60 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Sport Fishermen . Checked 5 parties .
Weather conditions : cloudy with heavy thunderstorms
Date__~~-:2~_! ___ J_
?._.J. __ Jg_~~-----------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles- ---mileage covered
Protedting Crane Rookery .
500 Cranes- --------roosting in Baker Ponds .
Water is plentiful in ponds .
Weather conditions : rain

Date.!'?;~-~~oii-~a:1°-~---iiighways

and prai ries

100 miles- - - -mileage covered

Checking on Fishing parties and high~ay shooting . No guns or voilations found
Weather conditions : hot and cloudy in A. M.; rain in P . rn .
Date.§~_p~_!___ J;_~_,_ ___ J,._~-~~------------------·

Patrolled prairies( Micco Bluff vicinity )
80 miles -- ~-milea~e covered
.
Contacted "U' . N" ..... . Holmes . cat tleman , and his.
cowboys at Oak vreek. Tliis man is very ooopera'tiive
in wildlife protection .
V!eather Conditi.Opf3 : hot and sultrv.,.
l use additional sfieet to avoi"acr <>Waing)

Ea~
'!:'J,Jign

or initial here:

/#LstJ:c~-----------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )__ __________Qke~INCLUSIVE DA TE~~~~-~---~P-~!?-_!

? _____ -'------ --------~------------------ STATE ________F.lQr_iQ..a___________________________________

___~-~--§-~]2~_f___ ~ let •

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken .aboard; numb~rs and names of boats i_net with; n.ames of persons met with in sanctp.ary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemn.gs; any ~sturbance. of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds obs.e rved at roostmg, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date_§_E?..12t~___ I

§..1 ___ 1_$_1&__________________ _
Patroll ed Sanctuary ar eas
75 miles- ---mileage cover ed
Contacted Sport Fishermen .
Weather conditions: cl oudy and hot wit h scattered showers in afternoon.

___J,~-~2___________________ _
Patrolled Taylor ' s Creek and vicinity
80 miles-- - -milcage covered
Protecting White Ibis Rookery .
Vi eather conditions : hot and sultry .

Dat~~:Q~_!___i§~

Date_§~~t!___

l'l._,_ ___l~.42__________________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary are as
Conta cted Chief Game Commiss i on Clenton and State Wa r den Curtis Wright .
60 miles- ---mileage covered
Weather condit i ons : hot and sultry .
Dat --~-:2 ___! ________J. ___ __ ~-~2-------------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles- -- -mi l eage covered
Prot ecting Crane Rool;;:eries .
Contacted Cattlemen .
'leather conditions: cloudy and hot .

Dat~~pJ_! __ _JO~_,_ __ J~~~--------------------

Pa trolled Jess Durrence ' s Ranch and Bright on area
100 miles- --- mileage covered
Checking on reports of wild turkey shooting .
Contacted State Warden Cooper of Highlands County.
Weather c ondit i ons: hot and sultry .

Date_S'-p!i_!_g_Q.t ___ I~J~---------------------

Pa tro 11ed highways and prairies
100 miles-- --mileage covered
Checking on highway shooting and sport fi shermen .
Weather conditions : clear and hot.

Date.~P~t!___ _?_l~ ___ J,_~_42__________________ _

l

Patrolled prairies and highways
90 miles- ---mil eage covered
Confisticated one 410 Shotgun from Geo . Penni ngton
negro,on suspicion of game violation . To be investi gated before Judge Conerly o~ Okeechobee County.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Eac~n

sign or initial here:

__$£/ /LY__e_________________________
l

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM
(Page one)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Oke echobee
STATE _____FiQ.;r_j.~la _____________________________________ _
SANCTUARY (or genera1 area)-------------------------------------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES_~_~J~!i-~----~§!:?:~ ___°!i_~-~--Q~p.t.__~---~Oth •
NOTE · Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~thmount of laso. line oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names ofhboats i;net WI ; ;a=h o pe;f
son; met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusua1 appemn.gs; any . IS ance.
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__ §_~_l?I~----~~~---l-~_42_________________ _
Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacted u. s . Deputy Warden Wm. Lehmann in Fish Branch
Vleuther conditions: hot and sultry .
Date.-~~-~~-!___ &_~.1---J,,~_42_________________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
?5 miles ----mileage covered
Cont acted State Warden Curtis Wright and Judge Conely investigating the case
of George Penning~on, Negro.
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot

Datti. _§_~p-~-~---~~_,___1_9-4.2________________ _
Patrolled Lakeport Road and Brighton vicinity
80 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Semin0le Indians and Cattlemen.
Glossy, Wood and White Ibises, mixed Egrets , mixed Herons and Caracaroo
showed up good in this area
:/eather conditions: rain
DatJ3ept • J?~.J. __ J~-~~-------------------·
iatrolled Kissimmee Prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on ~uail hunt ers and other violations.
~uail show up i n large coveys through prairies . 25 coveys , observed .
'feather conditions: cloudy and hot .
Date S~p~-~~--e-~_,____J~lg__________________
.
. . •
·Patrolled Taylor's Creek and vicinity
90 miles----mileage covered
Checking on I hi te Ibis Rookery
Conta cted Frog Hunters .W
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date.~!~;-61i~a_---k-i~K\iays___aiid

prairies
100 miles- ---mile age covered
Checking on h i ghway shooting . Searched one car, on suspicion .
Contacted State Warden Curtis \/fright .
Weather conditions : hot and sultry.

Date§~~~-!~ __ §!?_,____~~~~------------------·

Patrolled Gum Slough area
100 miles----mileage covered
.
Cranes, Carac aras and Burrowi:qg Owls s how up p:,oo&
in thia. area. l pair Short-ta j.I Hawks, observe11 a
Gum Slough .
.
Vfeather conWh~illh%tmb~NeeP.nPuJ;ia~ing)

Each warden sign or initial here:

;/j;

,

_//!ej!f;{__~--------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

{Page two)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) _____ ____________ .Q_~~-~-9-h.QR_~-~- -------------------------- ST ATE ______F.lo.r.ida ____________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE

DATES~_E?_E~-~~~-~~---~-?-~9----~~~--~~~~ eme br 30th.

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D t Sept . 29, 1942
a

e_Fatr61Iea---rrom--Gum--Slough to Okeechobee
75 miles----mileage covered
Con~a?ted State Warden Curtis Wright in p:bairie.
Prairies and ponds are flooded with water .
Weather conditions: stormy.

Date~~f~~If-~a---~i-~~---BraiicYi-· area

100 miles- ---mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery
Contac.ted Capt . Vlestervelt 's foreman, Rob Williams .
feather conditions: Stormy .

Date_______________________________ ---------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date ____________________________ ________ ________________ _

Date____________ ________________________________________ _

Date·--- -----~-- ------ ------------ ----------------------·

E~arden

sign or initial here:

-------~-:; .__(?,_________________________ _
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) ____________________ Ql~~~-1?-~_<?-~~-~------------------------ STATE ___________ !?:9E~~~-------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES Q_Q.1!-9_~~-~--~~~-!___ !;_f!;i;"~ __Q_Q.~_9.Q~r ?th•
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
__
_______________
__ __ _________________ _
DatJfotober ____
1 .! ________
1942
Patrolled Sanctuary areas
60 mi l es-- --mileage cover ed
Checking on Sport fishing partie s and Frog hunters .
5 Everglade Ki ~ es ----------observed .
Weather conditions: windy anc1 cool .
________
Date________________________
Octob e r 2 , ____________________
1942
Patrolled prairies with Pvt . Geo . Dmn1es .
100 miles----mileage covered
Observing birds .
Birdlife shovred ~P g ood.
eather conditions : cool and windy .

~ Date __Q2!J_g_~-~!'---~~---J-~_!}4________________

~

Patrolled Ind ian Reserv a tion and Brighton m- ea v1ith Pvt . Geo
. Dmvnes •
....,
100 miles----mil -· a ge covered
Observing birds .
Birdlife sho1ed up g ood.
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date. Q-9_~.Q_Q~K __ ~_, ____
l.~1:_?..

_______________ _

Patrolled highways a hd prairies
100 mil es----m.ileage covered
Checking on highvmy shooting and :fishing parties .
Birdlife showed uppgood in drying-up ponds and marshe s .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .
Date.QQt_QQ_~;i;----~_,_ ___ l,_~_1!g________________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
95··:.:miLles~ ---mileage covered
Contacted Capt . We s tervelt's foreman , Rob . Williams .
500 Cranes-------- - -roost ing i n Baker Ponds .
25 coveys of Quail- -------observed.
Weather conditions : cloudy and h ot .
DateQ~'QQ·el1_ Q' t~~- • .· ' ' :. · ~ <'.
·/ .: . :I... -.~ :, .
PatroTiea:-·wriurire--"Re-r~uge and vicinity (Fish Bra· ch area)
95 miles----mileage covered
Cranes showed up g ood in this area .
Water conditions is okay for birdlife .
Weather conditions: clear and cool.

Dateg~t-~~-fre&..1-§~~¥uary---areas

{Lak eport Rd . and vicini y fach warden sign or initial here:

~~t:!~e~~-ai~~~=:g!1~~;e~~eport Road,

is drying u

_ff/;#_(!_~-----------------------------------·

fast •
--------------------------------------------------------·
veather oonditions:windy and cool with rain in P . M
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )----------------~~-~-~~-~~]?-~~----------------------------- STATE __ ~_:.!:2R~Q._?.: ________________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE

DATES~~-~~E-~:r:'___§~_Q___~~~---Q2!i_Q'Q_~~ 14th.

.

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date October

8

1942

·Patrolie'd'-PraTr:Ce_s__ TG'Um

Slough area) with State Warden curt is Wright.

120 miles----mi l eage covered

Checking on violations in general.
Contacted i•J r . F . A. Holm.es and his cowboys .
Weather conditions : cloudy and hot.
Date_Q_9_~9-~~=.g~----~-'---_'.1~1_g _______________ _

Patrolled Bluf'f Hammock vicinity with State Harden Wright .
100 miles- ---mil eage covered
Checking on r eports of Quail and fild Turkey shooting .
Weather conditions: hot and sul11Dy.

Date

Octob er

10

1942

·PatroIIeu--trsn--B-rancli' area

100 mi l e s ----mileage covered
Worked in Wildlife Refuge.
Doves and Ducks are coming in fast .
Vleather conditions: cloudy anc1 cool .

Date_Q~~-~-~-~~--_f±"i',---:J:~!e _____________ _

Patrolled laylor's Creek c:.nd vicini ty
90 mi les----mileage covered
Checki:n 0 on Whit e Ibis Roolrnry .
Vlhi te and Wood Ibises , mixed Herons , mixed Egrets and Water turkeys showed up
good.
·weather conditions: hot and sultry.

Date9..~~-2~_f?_~___J;§-'___ J_~_~@______________ _

Patrolled prairies with State Warden Wright.
60 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Mr . John H. Baker and Warden Parker.
Checked on reports of Q,u ail trapping with St ate Warden Wright.
Weather conditions : hot and sultry .

Date~~~-f~IIc-~~prfi~-es___and

Fish Branch area with Mr . Jolm H . Baker and Warden
Parker .
Vis ited ildlife RefUge in Fish Branch.
Weather conditions: clear and cool .

DateP~~-~o-11-e-a·--saii~t~ar:Y___areas
75 miles ----mileage covered
Coots and Ducks arc gat hering in in small graups
4 Everglade Kites-----observed
Weather conditions : clear and cool.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

E!"f

~arden

sign or initial here:

~----------------------------------: ______

,

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUAR Y (or general area )______________ Q~~-E!-~J'..!QQ_E}_~------------------------------ STATE __________l~.9-~~-c!~--------------------------------I NCLUSIVE DA TE59_9-~-~~~-~--J~~-~--!i_g;r;_~ __
_9_9..t9-~-~ r

2lst •

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
a
e
___________________________
_
D t October 15 , ________________________
1942

Patrolled Sanctuaryareas
Carried signboards in to be repainted
75 miles----mil·age covered
Weather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date95!_~.9_°§~R_J:~..t ___ J:~-~g______________ _

Patrolled prairies and worked on signboards
80 miles----mileage covered
Contacted Highlands County Beputy Sheriff J.
Vater in ponds is drying up fast .
Wea ~her conditions: cloudy and hot

Date___Q~~-9-§_E?_~__

w.

Duncan

J7-_i___ J_~-1~------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles--- -mileage covered
Cranes are coming in to Baker Ponds in large groups
600 cranes-- -----observed
Water in ponds is okay for ·wildlife .
Weather conditions : cloudy and hot

Date__ Q.Q_°t!QJ,1_~r._ __ l.f3.._ __ .l~.42 ____________ _

Patrolled highways and prairies
100 miles----mileage covered
Checking on reports of Quail shooting .
18 coveys of Quail , observed , along highwaJIS and in prairie .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry.

___

Date__Q~!Q§_~;!;'__ J~_, _l~~?_ ____________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
75 miles----mileage covered
Tracing out land corners for posting Sanctuary.
These marshes are very dry .
\leather conditions: cloudy and hot .

Date_Qg_~_9_Q~-~-_g_Q_,_ __ J..~-4~--------------

Patro~led Fish Branch and Istokpoga vicinity
190 miles----mileage co~ered
Working in Wildlife Refuge and protecting Crane Rookery
leather conditions : hot and sultry.

Date~~~~Z~£o~!S~i~~f~acy---stake s

60 miles----mileage covered
Weather conditions : hot
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

_____-d!?f_1f__(_~--------------------------

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM
{Page one)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )____________________ Q.l$;_~fJ_C_h_Q_R~_t;}_________________________ST ATE_.El_QJ~_:!._c;;\§._________________________________________ _
I NCLUSIVE DATEs Q_<?_~g-~-~~--g-~g.9-_ __ ~-~~~--Qg_~g_"Q~r

31st .

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of_ gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

______________

Date_.Q9._~_QR_~-~---?._g_, __J,._~_1g

Worked in Sanctuary .
'lieather conditions: hot and sultry .

Date__QQ~_QQ§_:i:.'. ___
?._~_, ___ J,._~_~g____________
__

Cut posts for 0anctuary .
?5 miles- ---mileage covered
Weather conditions: hot

DateQ9_'t9Jj_~±_ __ &.4.,. ___l~.4~--------------·

Worked in Sanctuary areas
Weather conditions: hot

gp_,___ _"1~1._g______________ _
Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage covered
Protecting Craµe Rookery
800 Cranes-- ---- - roosting in Baker Ponds .
Heather conditions : cloudy and hot .

Date'2~~-~g-~~___

_____________ _

Date __9-9-'.f?_~§-~-~---$A§_, __ J:_~~t?

lorked in Sanctuary areas
Ducl~s are coming in slow .
Veather conditions: hot

Date ..9_9-~_QQ~_;: __ f/J__, __ _J,._~_1g____________ __

{e;:glaced s.j.gnbo~r.fi§!...£Il. ~rt Road
0 miles--- - mileage c overed ~
leather conditions: hot

Date.9g_~~-~~-~ --§-~.L __J:~-1:~-------------·
'lorked in anctuary areas
Vater in marshes is drying up fast .
Weather conditions: hot and sultry
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

~§e_ __________________________________

.

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

{Page two)

SANCTUARY (or general area )________________Q~~-E?_QhQQ_E?_~----------------------------- STATE ______ _El_Q;rJ_g§.______________ ~---------.------------INCLUSIVE DATEs _Q~~-~E-~~---~§-~S!----~~~___QS?_~g}?_er

31st .

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
____ __ _____ __ __ ____ _
Date _________________________
Oct ober 29 _t ______
1942

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 mile s - -- - mileage covered
Contacted State Warden Curtis Wright
v·/eather conditions: cool in A• .i .II. ; hot in P . :I.
Date___ Q.9_~9}?_~~.._ __ ;?-9_.1. __ J~1e

___________ _

Patrolled to Ft . Pierce a:lid .returned vrith State Vlarden Curtis \fright .
Contacted the Captain of the Port {Coast Guard Patrol)
Weather conditions: rain

___

DatEQQ}gJ?_~;r;___~J , J~j_g

______________ _

ttended Court in Okeechobee
Cont a cted Warden F,.t;~~ultz
Weatner con<i'J.tioiis:°'cle.ar"'aiia'. pleasant .

Date·---------------------------------~-----------------·

Date __________ __________________________________________ _

Date·-_________----------------------__________ ---------·

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Each warden sign or initial here:

~A(_L _____________
_________________
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

I

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gener al area) _____________________Qk_~§_C_h_Q_Q~_l2 _______________________STATE _____F.lQ.r..iQ._
a _____________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES _1'i9-Y_~-~1?-~;i;-___J:~-~~---~~~---N9y~mb er

7th .

NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat~-~'Y--~ ___ :f_L_fg~-----------------------·
Patrolled Sanctuary areas with Iv.Tr . Fred Shultz, Warden
Patrol led Vlildlife Refuge in Fish Branch vrith him.
100 miles- - - -mileage c overed
Vleather conditions : cool in A. M.; hot in P . i{i .
Dattl'f9Y.~____?_.1 ___J;~_1:&________________
_________

l

Patrolled Sanctuary areas wit h Iv.tr . Fred Shultz
80 miles-- --mi leage covered
Checked 12 duck hunting license s.
Arrested l·:I r . Brantl ey Kea , Lake Worth , Florida , for shooting i n a closed
County and Sanctuary areas
Weather conditions : hot.

Date __Ngy_.____!}.LJ:~-1~L _____________________

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
90 miles----mileage covered
Contacted State Wardens Wr i ght and Osteen
Checked duck hunting parties .
Ducks are coming in s lowl y .
Weather conditions : hot .
Da tJ'tQY_.!___ _4-,____'.f~!g _______________________ _
Patrolled Sanctuary areas
75 mi les----mileage covered
Checked duel: huntigg parties
Weather cond itions : cloudy a.nd windy
Date __Wgy_.____Q_,_ __ _1~-1;~----------------------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles----mileage c ov ered
Protecting Crane Rool\:ery
Contacted Capt . We Gtervel-!i ' s foreman , Rob Williams
Weather conditions : rain and high winds .

DateLQY_!____$_.i. __ J~_4-~----------------------·

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
80 miles--- - mileage covered
Checked duck hunt ing parties
right is doing a good j ob in wildlif e
~ont a cted State Warden Wright . 1Ir . W
protection .
Weather conditions : Stormy
Date.~ __9.Y!____7-..t ___ b~_4g

_______________________

Patroll ed Sanctm~ry areas
70 miles- - --mileage covered
Contacted Lt . Geor ge Rvsgaard .
Contacted State Warden Wright .
feather conditions : stormy
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each wardeq si n or initial here:
/

/" / /
--------------L----------------------------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______Qke_o.cl10.b_e.e_______________________________________ STATE __Flar i

da ________________________________________ _

INCLUSIVE DATES!~-<?..~-~-~~-~-~---~~h __ ~_h:_r;_~~-----QY_E?_~b er 14th.
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboai;d; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat November 8 1942
e_Paifa~-oiled---F-fsh--Br-aiic_h_. area with Lt . Geo . Rysgaurd .
100 miles----mileage covered
Observing birds .
Contacted tlogm.en and Cattlemen .
Weather conditions : rainy and v1indy .

Dat{~~-~~f~~a~B-a~~f~ary--~ireas

with Lt . Geo . Rysgaard .

60 miles- ---mileage covered

Checking duck hunting parties .
water in marshes is lov1 .
feather conditions: cool and windy.

Dat~N~~~T~a-b~~ii~-fft!rY'--areas
75 miles - ---mileage covered
.Checldng duck hunting parties .
Checked 4 parties .
o shooting in Sanctuary area ~.
Weather cond i tions : rainy and cool .

Date.~~rf~¥i-€d1~~n~~-~~ry---areas
70 miles----mileage covered
Checking duck hunting p~rties .
~e ath er conditions : rainy and cool .

1

Date~~I~~~r~ti~ts~5J!;~~-nch-· area
100 miles- - --mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rooke r y .
~ontact~d Capt . Westervelt ' s Fence Builders.
Water, in Baker Ponds , is okay .
Weather conditions : cloudy and cool .

Dat~~i;~~~a:~-~~nfri~~ry---ar.eas

60 miles ----mileage covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
Contacted State Warden Curtis Wright .
Weather conditions : clear and warm.

Date.~:;~~~-~a~-~~n~i-a~:r-y:---areas
60 miles--- - mileuge covere d
Checking duclc hunt ing parties .
'Nater , along Lakeport Road and in the marshes ,. is
completely dried up .
V1ea th er COW.(e
n d "t.
·
, avoid crowding)
~flla-§rtazqlri@t-t'b

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY ( or general ar ea )_ __________________ Q_~~-~_QJ]._QQ_l?_~------------------------- STA TE _____ _;[J,._Q;rJ_\;1,§,_____________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATE __ 2~~~1.?-~.!'___ J__~~h __ ~fl}.:~_J1_<?..Y~_:rp.ber

21st .

NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DatJ~ ovember

15 1942
PatrolTed--8-~ii-c-tuary--a-reas and l ake marsh
75 mi les----- ileage covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
leather conditions: cool.

Date)_.9y~~~~±- __ J§_, __ J._~-~HL ________ _

Patrolled Fish Branch area
100 miles ----mileage covered
Protecting Crane Rookery.
Cont a cted Capt . Vlestervel t' s grass planters.
Cranes show UP. \'/Oll eJ:i'Ul :i,n these areas .
\leat:fier con 1 tions: warm and cloudy .

Date

.1.

ovemoer

17, 194Z

·l?a"t"roITea---sa.-n:ct-uary___ar ea s
60 miles-- --mileage covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
Contacted State Warden Wright .
Weather conditions: warm.

Date.AJ_QY_<?.~P-~.!'__ J!?.__,___ J~1~L ________ _

Patrolled Lakenort Road and lake marsh
80 mi les--- - miieage covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
Water in these marshes , is completely dried
er con ftions : c -en: and 11.'bt .

.

Date.~~i-~6~-1~-u:i;~fs-k~'f~ancil" and

Wildlife Refuge .
100 miles----mileage covered
Che cking on Q.uail hunte r s and fence cutters.
Protecting Crane Rookery .
O Crune~-- - ------~oosti
iQ al<;o~ o s •
.......i:!i&.o#• ,..,
· eather conditi ons: clear and hot .

Date}_~QY_~~~-~;i;-___ &_Q_LJ~1~----------·

atrolled Fish Branch and Pearce Sisters' Pasture
Assisted Lewis Gramley , Pearce Sisters' Cattle Foreman , in checking
tres passers . 11.aurice 'lilliam.s and party broke open locked . ates and
hunted ' on poste
roperty . Turned tllt!m over to .·e rce Sisters fol:'
osecution .
Vleather conditions: clear and ·hot.

Date}_Q:y_~-~9-~~---~1_ ,___ J~1?.

__________ _

Patrolled Sanctuary areas
80 miles ----mileage covered
Che cking duck hunting parties .
Weather conditions: cloudy and hot .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

---~-;_ ___L~-------------------------------·
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(Page one)

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) _________________________ Q)f~~-~J~-9..~~-~------------------- STATE __~~~Q~-~9._?:. ________________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES~~~~!-~-~!?_'?_~---~§-~~---~!}.-~~----I~~~!llb er 30th .
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats me.t with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Datt!l--------------------------'-------------------------·
.J ovember 22 1942
~atrolled Sanctuary areas
75 miles- - --1:1ileae;e covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
\ ;e a the r coudi tions: warm and cloudy .
Date___~QY.~~~~-~--g-~.J. ___ l2_1g__________ _
Patrolled Sanctuary areas and King's Bar .
80 miles -- --mileagc covered
Checking duck hunting parties .
feather conditions: warm
Date l' ovember 24 1 942
..t!atr-olTea.-----T~s-rrumee___ P1..airies (Saddle Iiammockarea)
100 niles - ---mileage covered
Checl.:ing Q,ua.il and duck hunting parties
Prairies are dry; very- little water in ponds .
Veather conditions: cool and rainy

Dat~~£~-~1t~~---g~:iciK!~y---ai:;eas

and Lakeport Road

90 miles - - - -mile age covered

Checking duck a nd quail hunting parties
Vleather conditions: cold and windy
Date.L9..Y~J:!!Q_~-~---~§_, __ J:_~~-?___________ _
~atrolled

f ish Branch and vic inity

100 miles-- - - milcag e covered
l!rotecting Crane 1-.ookery
_..._,.,.......,.""8ili*liits<d~ ---- - -- --- -roosting

in Baker Ponds
Weather conditions: cold and windy

Date_~j_9..Y~-~~-~-~---~z_,___ J~~-~----------·

Eatrolled Sanctuary areas

80 miles-- - - raileage covered
Che c king duc k huntinB par ties
at er leve+ in lake , is still falling .
Contacted State Harden Curtis Wr ight .
Weather conditions: c ool
~

Date.fj_QY§_]JJ.:Q_9_;r___~8_,___ ..1.;t~----------·
Patrolled Kissimmee Prairies (Oak Creek vicinity)
100 miles----mileage covered
Contacting Cattlemen and quail hunting parties
v'ieather conditions : warm
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Ea-

n sign or initial here:

--~----------------------------------------------·
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) _________________ 2l~~-E?_9._!}_QQ_'?_~--------------------------- STATE _____ J~J:.9_=£~~~------------------------------------IN CLUSIVE DATEsl__QY~filQ_~;r._ __ g_~:gg_ __ j!_l1,~_1:l_JiQYm? be r
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NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and nam~s of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Datel- rovember

29 1942
Pat-roTrea:___saiict-uary___ar-eas and Lakeport n oad
80 miles----mileage covered
Che cking duck and quail hndting parties
v:eather cond itions. warm

Datel:.:_9-"Y.:~_:rp,g_g_~___!2Q_,____:I-_~1-~-----------·

Patrolled Fish Branch area
l OU m~ les ----milea ge covered
Protect ing Crane Hookery
Contacted Capt . '..'estervelt' s grass planter s .
Feather conditions = warm

Date____________________________________________________ ,

Date.________________________·___________________________ _

Date ________________________________ ____________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·--_________________________ _______________ ---------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

·--~
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )__________________Qlf~~g_h.9_Q~_I?___________________________ STATE_Jf_~Q~J~~-----------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES :Q~_<?-~~~~~--!-~~-!---~~~-J~-~-9-~fll.b er 7th .
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent . patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
•
Date December I 1942
·-pa.t-r<5Ire·a·--pre~IrTe_s___TFrom Okee ch ob e e t o Bluff Hammock)
100 miles- ---mileage cove red
Checking Quail and Du c k htmters
Contacted State ·1a r den Wright in prairie
We a ther conditions: cool and windy .
Dat December 2 1942
e. -a~ffroTie«:CpraTrTes---r1,rom Saddle Hammock to Okee chobee)
100 miles - ---mileage covered
Contacted Deer and Turkey hunters .
ont a ct ed -vir . A. S . oughton
\~ eather conditions: cold and windy

______________ _

DateJ2~Q-~_!l).]?_~;t;___~_, ___ J__~_~g

Patrolled Okeec hobee Lake ( Sanctuar· y areas)
75 miles- - --mileage covered
Checking duck hunters •
.'eather conditions : warm
Date__ f5_~~-~-~J?-~~---1:_, __ J_~_1:g____________ _
Patrolled Fish Branch
100 miles- - --mileage cov ered
Protecting crane rookery
1200 crunes- ----- -- -- - roosting in Baker Ponds .
Water , in ponds , is okay .
Vleather conditions:
· rm and clear

Dat~~i-~~lI~dROk~-~-~~ob-ee---Lake

(Sanc tuary areas}
60 miles -- - ~milea ge covered
Checking duck hunters
Weather conditions: warm and cloudy

D December 6, 1942
ate_PatroTiea··-urcee-cJ:lc5oe·e--Lake (Sanctuary areas)
75 miles -- - - mileage covered
Checking duck hunters .
Weather conditions: warm and cloudy

7__,_ ___~~_1:e _____________ _
atrolled from Okee c hobee to Bluff Hammock
100 miles ----mileag e covered
Checking ~uail and turkey hunters
Contacted State Warden Wright .
We a t h er condit i ons :c ool and rainy .

Date_!?~.9-~~~~-~ ___

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

----~------------------------------- ·
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) __________________ 9_~~-E?_g_g_QQ.§l_~- ------------------------- STATE __ f_~g-~;i;:§..§: ________________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE

DATES _!~·-~-~~~~~-~-~~--§-~~--~!i:!:~_J!_l?:9-~~ber 14th

I 94--~

NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
____________________
__ __ __ _______ ___ __ ____ ,
DateDecemb
er ___8__! __ __1942

Patrolled from Bluff Iammock area to Okeechobee
100 miles - ---mileago covered
Checking quail a~d turkey hunters .
\ eather conditions: cloudy and rainy

Dat~~{~~~Tucf~-(jk~~~Nobee---Lake

(sane tuary areas)
70 miles - -- - mileage covered
Checking duck hunters
Weather conditions : rain

Dat~~t-~~~1~-clJ~~n~~t~r-y--areas

and Lakeport Road
90 miles- -- - mileaGe covered
CheckinB duck and quail hunters
leather conditions: rainy and indy

DateP~-~-~!!!Q~-~--lJ:~-.1~~~-------------·

Patrolled Okeechobee Lake (Sanctuary areas)
?O miles -- - - milea ;e covered
Checking duck hunters
Contacted St '.:ite Vlarden Wright
.leather conditions: rainy and windy

Date~~{f~~l-~dJ¥ts-~t!e-e---Prair ies
100 miles-- --mileage covered
Checking quail and dove hunters
Weather conditions : cold and cloudy

Dateg~~-~~fI~a:J;i-fs-~~i~anch-- are a

and highways
100 miles- - --mileage covered.
Checking crane rookery
Checking on highway shooting
Contacted Capt . Westervelt ' s Foreman , Rob .!fd.lliams .
~ eather conditions: cold and vrindy

DatCftt~-ii~-~a---8~-~ri~t!--Oke-o cho bee
Patrolled Sanctuary areas
60 miles -- --mileage covered
Contacyed State Harclen .1right .
Ghecking Duck h.u ntins parties
Ue ther con(M.i a-Jtii1tfoh.aP9'Ml t 00,icVj;g.g,ling).

Eac~'!J,~~gn or initial here:

-~~~~------------------------------·
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0
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Date....................................................................................................... .

Date........................................................................................................
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Jan. 13-20 (incl . ) '43

(Ta.ken from entries in diary made from day to day on duty)
Jan. 13th.

Left Charleston on nchampion" early this a. . m. Due to leave 4:55. a . m.
got away 6:30 a.m. Maintained l i hr . late schedule all way to Fort
Pierce, arriving there 3:45 p . m.
Put up Burston Hotel, no chance of
getting out lllltil tomorrow at 1 p .m. Walked ar ound town some before
supper, dead as a ha.mmer1 Saw two out-of-state cars . Streets deserted except for occasional pedestrians . Called on Mr . Corbett , Game
Commisioner but he busy with F.E .C. inspector and unable to see me .
nt to see the Carl Williams and Miss Clara. Bates a.t 7 :15 p . m., had
very pleasant vis t there or couple of hours . Got a milkshake and
turned in.

Jan. 14th.

Up at 9:15a. m.1 Nothing to do but sit around till bus time, wrote
couple of cards and read Post . Left by bus (Nix from Okeechobee) at
l p.m. arrived Okeechobee little before 2 p. m.
Pu.t up at Southland
which is st ill open. Hardly had begllll unpacking when Marvin Cha.ndler
called and had quite a long talk with him about his recent experiences
in the field when he was ta.ken sick, and hospital examinations etc .
Told me about hiB gas cards, patrols etc . We cleaned up everything
needful and he was taken back to Ba:Y Pines later by Mrs . Chandler in
Soc . car. He is to leave for Oteen Veteran's Hospital in N.C. next
Monday.
Unpacked and got room straight , walked down town and renewed acquaintances with various and sundry people . All eager to know whether
family is herel Mu.eh disappointment that they are not . Saw Dr . Wolff ,
Hiram R., the Greenbergers, Cliff and others, all of' whom most cordial
but sorry a.bout discontinuance of Tours . Dr . W., took me home for
dinner and had good time there, both boys here and Mrs . w. , well, asked
for det ails of Margaret and children . Back to hotel, wrote some cards
and turned in.

Jan. 15th.

Rather slow day as impossible to get anywhere. Found out that there
is .BQ.. chance of even borrowing a car for a short run! Gasoline is
treasured above all . Spent the morning in writing report to office,
and wrote Peggy as well as catching up with other mail . Tried the
new caf'e a.cr·oss from P. O. Certainly informal in the extreme .
However, it s new and clean and more appetizing than Nix' s. Can get
a fair meal for . 50¢
Met Curtis Wright, State Warden, after lunch and had a good talk
with him . Impresses me most f'avora.bl ·
i a.il di?fi r nee between him
a e , ormer incumbent . Wright appears to take some pride in
s appearance, is very neat , clean and spruce looking . Understands
our position here thoroughly and s s he will do all he can to help.
I to accompa.rzy him on patrol some , then he with me . :Bu.sy on a case now
and cannot go out till next Tuesd~ but made· a date for then .
Read and wrote some more, time dragged a good deal, but went to picture show af'ter supper, first one in over two months I thinkl
Leters today from JHB and CWB as well as Miss Miller .

Jan. 16th. My 45th. birthday 1

Wrote several let-

-2-

letters this a.m., got basket of' fruit to send home etc. Bought meal ticket
at new caf'e, guess its about as good a place as any. They at least cook rice
the right way and thats something. Find it wi
st me 5 50 e w k to
eat out of ersonal funds be ond that limit allo
o.Uic of $2 o.q per
dey or board and lodging. This at .50 per meal which is the lowest I can
manage.
Read some this afternoon and talked to Mrs. Pitts . The weather hf wonderful, regular late spring, no coat necessary and the sun grand. Am wild to
get out somewhere but not a cha.nee till the car comes back.
alk a good deal
but can't get very far that way. Got paint and brushes to touch up signs
with, at Louie's. He is a sightt Says the most ridiculous things.
Had a huge ship's anchor attached to his car which was parked at the curb,
this to keep the "inspectors" from ta.king it he said. The chain extends
across the sidewalk to his front door and everyone has to step over it.
Asked me to "loaf'" with him whenever possible, said he had to have "somebody"
to tell his jokes tol
Sandy sent me a fine picture of himself taken in P.M.A. uniform, says he
wishes I was home today as they miss having a party. So do I f'or that matterl
Mrs . Pitts tells me that tomorrow is Tom's birthdey, m~be we will
get a drink out of it after all. Am vividly reminded of some former birthdays in Florida with :Bob Allen, and one with Kelsey and Bob in particular
when we loaked over some Miami Beach· real estate early one morningL
How times and things have changedt
This evening passed awfully slowly.
Got LIFE today but its a sorry number.
Jan. 17th. Went to church 11 a.m. and got a liaost gratifying welcome 1 Many lamented the absence of Margaret however. The new preacher no improvement
on ".Brother" Meyer, but very pleasant . Had lunch with ~Tudge and M.rs ,
Conely. Curtis right left his Model A here a ou 3 p.m. say ng hat
m e I'd like to take a run out. This I did gladly enough. Went out
to Marvin's shack for a look around, and was rather shocked at the face
of' the country. It is positive!
arched. Not a rop in a sing e
oh
be een
re an tlie
ss mmee ~iver , deep or shallow.
ater hyacinths
a dead, shrivelled mat on the bottoms . About a dozen Ring-necks and
Sea.ups at Eagle B~, and one Pied-billed. Limpkin Creek just a~ series
of muddy pools. Saw a Pigeon Hawk there.
Everything very quiet , passed three cars going out and two returning.
Unseasonably, almost oppressively warm, thermometer in the 80'sl All
quiet about the shack, boat apparently in good order. Marvin had added
a chimney (brick) and fireplace to the outfit .
Passed
house and got it spotted for future reference. Tom Pitts ives him a
ver
ood name, says he is as "straight as a shingle", somewhat s raightlaced, but thats all to the good . I don't know but what he would be a
more settled type erha s tha.n H h Chandler.
a e around town after supper, quiet as all get-out. Okeechobee had
just as well be on the moon for any activity. · Evening pretty slow.
Jan. 18th. Society's car delivered to me this a.m. a.bout 10 a..m. by young Botcy",
Mrs . Chand er s brother. Tried o get something out of' him as to recent
news of' Marvin but he was about as responsive as a Maine clam. These
crackers are amazing people really. He just "didn't know" to anYthing I
asked him. It actually seemed a surprise to him to realize that Marvin
was sickl I thought it highly advisable to have the car checked for
possible contingencies before setting out on patrol.
Therefore took it
over to Hutto's (Ford Co.~ which has always handled the mechanical repairs)
got a mechanic and we sta.r-ted to check. It was j ust as well we didl
The work done is described on an attached sheet. We got through about 2 p.m
or later, and I made the first patrol since getting here.

-3-

Set our about 3 p.m. and got in at 6 p.m. The patrol as follows:
Out Road e to the Pearce Road, thence north to Kissimmee River, over
to Bassenger and back on the Old Be.ssenger Road via the airport. Total
distance 44 miles.
It is difficult to convey the absolute qliiet which
reigns over thi s entire area. In the whole distance of 44 miles I met ~
single .2.!!l,, and that was Mr. Edwards of the Dixie Ranch who was coming into
townl 15 miles of this was on one of the main cross-state roads of south Fla.
No cranes were seen· no ca.racaras no ow s. As for the let., it was not
pr s ng in view of the excessive dryneH. In all my eight yea.rs of observation on the Prairie I have never seen like this. There is not a pond all
8, nor on the Be.ssenger Prairie except a couple of small mud-holes.
e onds on the whole rAitie at all, the must be ~EtW gpd
m
It is to be ope t
some rain occurs before the nesting
season, but that is not far off. I asked Tom Pitts about how long he thought
it had been since the conditions were this bad, and he said that it was the
worst in 12 year s. It is easy to believe. Many of the former ponds a.re
c omplete iY burned over on what was their bottomsl lu.ch lumbering has taken
lace a few miles west of Okeechobee, the tree with
eagle nest (~ miles
out which has been such an attraction to tour visitors, has been cut down&
Had one of what I consider the greatest compliments I ever got tonight after supper.
as called on the •phone by Judge Conely and he referred to the
celebration being held next Frid~ night to commemorate the p~ing off of the
Methodist Church debt. I was asked he sa
comm t • to
be the rinc·
ion ~
tl.Jl8rl\ It almost floored
me, but he said it was absolutely unanimous and that was thatl Its really
a.mazing, but I' 11 do the best I can.
Ree.a. some in the book Carl sent me, wrote a line to Margaret and turned in.
Jan.

t •

ade all-d
atrol with C
· t. Further impressed with his ability.
He _is a good warden and knows what he is doing. His regard for Marvin is considerable and he is more than willing to help in a.ny possible w~.
Route of patrolNorth on Fort Drum Road (29) to point 30 miles from
Okeechobee. Turned west through Prairie 18 miles to Old Pea.vine Trail.
Thence west to Kissimmee River Ma.rehes at Maguire Hammock; thence south
through Bluff and Long Hammocks to Micco Bluff, into Bassenger and return. Distance 82 miles.

11t

ri ht was on the look-out f~r uai hunt·
a.rl • Not only
was there a complete absence of any, but we
see a soul after leaving
29 lllltil we ot back to Okeechobeel Not even in 'Bassenger. The Prairie
eserte •
aw
cranes, .!__ paired ill except two groups of three bir&s
and a single.
ar aras 7. No ~ . ·
~
~§
ver'l warm. 86 •
About six pairs of Anhingas apparently interested in nests in Willow clump
of Marshes near Bluff Harrmock. Very few small herons; about 6 Amer. F.,grets.
HeayY shower occurred last night at Bluff Hammock but extremely local.
None this side of BaseJlger· or indeed, considerably beyond.
ri ht a former frogger and later~ dea~er Also farmer. He built the first
a om • a r-prope ier skiffs in this region. Good talker and
camper and co-operative in every sense.
Jan. 2oth.

Patrolled today along the Lake-shore Sanctuary. It was an amazing experience. Incredible as it may seem, I did not s
aw
- ·
descriJ?tion fro m the Kissimrriee River to the Harney~ Canal, except one Anhinga
a
ian ra e Wtai M
ne
lreron at· orm' Covel I would never have
believed this to be possible without experiencing it. Herons, ducks, ibises
and shore-birds, they were simply not there. Not even grackles& Marvin had
told me that there was "nothing" along the Lakeport Road but I did not take

-4-

this literally of course. However, discounting buzzards and red- wings, he
was pretty nearly rightl Of course~ it is the dry condition. If however, it
does not change soon it is certainly just as well that we are not running the
Tours this season1
It was depressing in some ways, but interesting in that
it probably will not be duplicated for many years. Cows are grazing out from
orm Cove almost a mile straight out, on dry groundH rom arney Pond Canal on o
,
ey were a few small herons,
of egrets and a small flock (6 to 8) glossies. Stopped at Ethere e's
Parker there alone, bachipg it. J
·
·
is
. a r~s aur~
.
is't"ont
He was very cordial, asked me to have lunch with him, which consisted
some sphaggetti. He was living like a pig in a pen almost. I had my lunch
with me, but drank a couple of cups of hot tea with him (he had no coffee).
He had no trade this year at . ,all. He is now fishing commerci~lly, and told me
he had made $1.02 last week, and $1.08 thus far this week1 A queer character.
hen he heard that I was batting for Marvin he told me he would like to have
the job till . arvin got welllil
onderful to think of Parker as a warden1
ent on thru the Indian Res. J3c:me, powdery dry. Nothing but buzzards and a
few sparrowhawks. Stopped at headquarters and saw the Boehmers a little, They
very glad to see me but said they would miss the Audubon tourists. No doubt
they will.
Got in something after 5 p.,. 62 miles. Made a hit at the cafe tonight1
I offered to ~1Pe out some menus for the proprietor and her dazed delight at
the idea was pathetic1 She has fi~e of them, under celluloid covers, written
out in 1&!!&-~, and often, there is nothing in the kitchen to correspond with
the menu1
A typical item is "Salt-water fish". /hen inquiry is made as to
what kind of fish it is, the reply is "just fish".
It will take about 15
minutes to make out hald a dozen copies but its time well spent1
Coming in fro m patrol this aft. I stopped at the eagel-nest tree{which has
been cut down) and walked out to it to see the nest as the ·top of the tree is
still on the ground. As I was looking at it, one of the old eagles appeared
and circled around over the place, yelping shrilly1 Looking for the nest
no doubt. The nest was badly smashed by the fall. I co1mted the growth rings
on the stump of the tree and made out 63 clearly, but the last three inches
toward the outer rim were so obscured by resin that I could not count there.
It must have been between 80 and 100 years old.

J.l::v
~

PATROL ACT I¥'ITIES

FOR THE

OREEC HO!EE- .KISSlllMEE AREA
/EEK

OF

IN

THE

Feb . 4th. -11th.

l 9 4 3

Feb. 4th .

Patrolled east of Okeechobee t oday on Stat e Road e. Nothing of an:s
interest noted except a cr ow perched on the back of a cow and pecki ng
at something there (ticks?).
Dryness cont inues , t hough ther e wae a
shower about 4 p . m. about 10 mil es east of town. Tr affic ver y light,
little wildlife seen . Distance ••• 76 mil es .

Feb . 5th.

On Prairie west and northwest of Okeechobee . Nothing of any interest
noted . Slight shower near Brighton about 4 p. m. Distance ••• 40 miles .

Feb . 6th.

ent down to Marv in' s shao.k: t o che ck on boat i n a . m. Al l quiet and
in order . Patrolled thru Dixie Ranch to Raulerson Slough, thence east
thru Taylor and Otter Cr eek Hammocks t o Ft. ]l)rum Rd. thence south t o
Oke echobee . Saw 3 cranes . Tot al distance ••• 68 miles . Har d shower
He avy' r a in mi of tovm al so.
her e at 7: 15 p. m.

Fe b. 8th .

E ast patrol today . Eagl e nest on Indi antovm Road , il mi . from here ,
now occupi ed. Saw old bird on it . Saw 4 crane s . Di stance ••• 78 mile s .

Feb . 9t h .

Patr ol led Fort. :Ba.ssenger Pr a irie . Saw one of the most extraordinary
bi rd eights I ever witne ssed i n Fla . from the bridge on Road 8 over Kiss i mmee Ri ver . In a l i t t le pool about fifty feet l ong and eight wide ,
ther e were 10 limpkins t They were a ll within twenty or thirty feet of
each ot her,-;ad i ng about and probing i n the shallow wat er like yellowl egs , ami d the wat er-lily bonnets . Never saw that many toe ether before .
2 cr anes on pr airie . Two eagl es chas ing a turkey vultnre , Which was
apparent l y knocked down i nto scrub palmettoes . Di stance •••• 46 miles .

Feb . 10t h .

..

1J ent down t o Marvin' s shack in a .m. to see if I could find the Everglade Kit e f older s . No sign of them. LooKed about the area of the
Kiss i mmee Ri ver mouth on Lake . All ~uiet .
Patroll ed nor th on pr a irie and highway in p . m. Saw 4 era.nee in pond
by hi ghwey ( 29) ne ar Fort Dr um. On the wey back , about two miles north
of t hi s pond a twin-engined bomber pas sed by over head from behind , flyi ng at an altitude of about 25 or 30 feet ll It seemed that it almost
t oo k t he roo f of the car . I thought of the effect on the cranes which
are apparently so t errified of planes 1 when I reached the pond there they
were , a ll f our of t hem , pe acefully feedine , or preening . I would have 1
t hoU€)ht that they would have . been fri ehtened into the next county .
Ther e i s no do ubt but that they were t he same birds , 3 ads . and 1 inun.
Di st ance t oday ••• 56 mil es .
Hoore Haven
Feb . llth .
Patroll ed N and W s ide of Lake todtw . Be t we en Okeecho bee and ~
( 40 mi . ) I met 2 ca.rs , and none pas . ed me t Sa.w fir s t v.hite Ibi se s I've
seen s inc e be i ng here (f our we eks ) . Two floc ks in &piral mi gr ation
fl i ght over Indian Res . Pe i:'l haps 75 birdtt . Many fires in Lakeport-Moore
Haven are a , muck burni ng as we ll as gr ass .
Di st ance 117 mi . All ~uiet .

..

Additional

Notes

r• • Chandler here on evening of 6th. Saw and t a lked to her.
eports thi\t Marv in left B8iY Pineu for Oteen , N.C. early i n
week . HE1.S heard from him s ince his Rrrival there .
Her ~eference t o gettine more gas by turning in extr ~irea was
an unfortm1ate t wist of expre as ion. She did not mean tha aore
gas wab to be secured .1?z. turnine; them in , but because the e o~
had gone forth that anyone having more than five tires would be
cut out of their ration books , she meant that they were t
d in
in order to continue !.Q_ ~gas .
No remuneration ~as teceivec$ .
She expressed definite satisfaction that E . R. 1• right was the
selectee for subst i tute warden . So did larvin on a card to-.me .
To quote him ••• "Glad Mr . •right will take
JQ.b while I •.m gone .
He is a fine man , y·ou were lu.cey to get. him ••• "
well to record the fact that 1 right is well tho
1

Chandlers .

L

-·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_______Qk_~~~-~.Qb_~-~-------------------------------------- STATE _____ F.l.Qr_i_qf! ___________________________ ~---------INCL US IVE DATES _____

c~-~-~-~---~-~---~-~---~-~-~---~~-~~-----

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
. concentrations.
Date___~.eh._ __ .zt.~-- 1.9.4.5 ___________________

·

Took Mr. Sprunt t o Ft. Pierce, made arrang~m ents for recapping tires .
vent to K1ssimmee River to chain boa1.

Date__ ~~~-~-!____~Q_,__J_~-~-~------------------·

Had tires reca
d, one tire seperated inside.
a ve made app ica t ion !or t ire, board hasn'~ me~.

blanks.

Date__ ~eb_ ... __ 22_...zz_.,. __
1.9.43____________ _

. Went t o Fish Branch, saw
b t i 1l r. s rainiJ;lg, so I

Date__ Feo-~---z1-;---20--;---r9-43---------·

Spen~
abou~

on the prarie, far up as the oounty line, very dry,
loo oranes went to roos~ a t the pond where I was.

Date·-~b-.----26-,---1-9-43---------'----------·
Went State Road 29~ to

Harney's pond Canal.

all be on the lake.
Please find enclosed bills !or
bat1'ery, aud re oappiug 'i ire s.

Date._____________________________ ______________________ _

1~~~
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

abou.~

Very dr7, birds appeBr 'o
paid except

~or

chargi:ug

• awc:;Jur~ i~t.)

-

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
S

TUARY (or general area) _______ Oke.e.o.ho.b.ee_, ___lJ.a .. _______________________ STATE------------------------------------------------------

INCLUSIVE DATES ___________ !_~~-~---~-~-!---~~~---~-!-~~~
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
·
Date_____ -Su~da-J=-,--..E.eb ..---28-l---J..9.43
eu~ to HarDe7's pond oanal

and baok by Indian reservat1ou, 1~ is
very dry, all of the birds are ou the lake and river. (Kissimmee
River).

Haveu'; doue a lot of patrolling this week, the oar has beeu out o:t
oommiss1op. '!'he rationing board gave me a permit tor a grade 3
Date____t_1.r~_ ...:Ut~___t_i_~~---d~_11l_~_:r.e has uot go~ a grade 3 tire in stooknow,
will work 1~ out the best I oan, haven't used the oar since Suuday,
Been usuing m7 truck 1bis week.

Fr1. llar.5, 1943
Date___ W
et(i;-·--1fo--F1-sn--Brano?c;-·

saw abou'h 150 Fla. Cranes on feeding grouxids.
While in Ftsh Branoh I me~ Gen. W.I. Weetertel,, Capt.Geo. and ltre.
Wester:telt, and w. Hilton, also Leon, And Rob Williams.
S~w Mr. Ro scoe Bass and two men driving oatile·.
vEry dry in this area.

Date___________ _________________________________________ _

Fl~ase

find euoloeed Bille !or

Date.______________________________ ---------------------

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________________________ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

expe~eee

$4.39

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
· - --1066 -Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general are~ )_ ____.-_Q~~-~~l>..9-Jte. ~---------------:--------------------- STATE__..l~ida______________________________
INCLUSIVE DATEs _____ Xal";·---s-;·--tbrough--Msr-·---15,

,

94..'3

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____Mar_.___.l.l. ,. . ....1.2. ...................W.e.ll.:i to Crosb7 Hammook.
We had some good rains, a
little wa~er i n some of 1he ponds on 1he prarie. The oranes are
pairing of! to nes~, 1wo and some 1imee ~ree oranes in a lo~ of ~he
ponde. Some bir~s of all kinds soat~ered about 1he prarie.

. ..
Fieh Branah, Fla. Cranes are i n nooks on
feeding grounds, Don't see any change there. Had some rain ~here
also.

Date..... J1~~-! 1~_LJ~_!________ .'.{J_~¥. f.Jo

Date.......Mon·•·--1-:;-;-----1---w-ezrt··-1ro·--K1ng' s Bar

1ode.7, there are no birds nesting
1here so far. Quite a few Ibis, both gloss7 and white fe eding
in 1he lake, also a 101 of •th~r birds. Can 11 ge1 very aloee 1o
a 1 the present time, "ihey are feeding close 17 o "ib.e ahor e, Can't
get to them wit h ihe boa1.

Date......ilh.ia __w~______I __ il.i..d.. no..t

Bat=

oe

re I made

~hem

make

repor~.

this.
nd one quar"i ot oil
quart of oil for boat.
mon,h, to avoid so many

Date...............................................................................____________ _

Date........................... -........................ .................................................. .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

s

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
(or general are11. )_ ____ "Olce-eolrolf~fe-;---na-;------------------------ STATE----------------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES _____ l(ar-.----15-r-22-,---1943---------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____ Mar-~----z2-;;---1~-~3"----------------·

Having some rai.xl, water in several ponds now. Egre~e and some other
birds are i n the ponds where the~e is willows or b17 heads. Haven'1
seen any Ibis away trom ~h e lake. Cra~s on the prarie are ~w o and
three a~ a pond. Haven'1 b ~en ~o Fi sh Branch this week. No one in
th e woods.

Date----------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date.___________________________________________________ _

Each warden sig~
nr initia here:

-fli-fJ?._.w . -~_
... ______________________________

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

- ------------------·

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general are~) ___ .Q_~~-~Q.h.Qb_e..~L--------------------------------------- STATE ___ FJ..or..i.da------------------------------

= INCLUSIVE DATES _____Mar- ---25-; ---z9-l---l-94."3---------1

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hodrs and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased . or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

I go ithe oar fixed as good a s ca n be wi th recapped tires, Can't
ge the spare reoapped bef4~e April 1, I brougb.1 1he ~ra}le~
"howu will 1r 1o e"t 1' i:r,_~ s f :J r i 1
~1
o!n_:Dru ~
,
'1·
go
he lire tor 1he oar Satu.r dsy morning.
-pent
1h~ day unday pa1ro l ling , went ~o Fish Branoh, and ou.1 on ~he
prarie ~o Crosby Hammook. Didn't see any change 1n jhe birds or
Date____~-~~-~~-a:s_L_a ~~---P'..~.!..!~_g_--~-~me rains, no1 enough ito puit wa t er on the
grouu ,
used ithe uoa t Thurs. on the lake, thet• 1 not man
birds at King's Bar yet, didll'1 see a ny one in he woods or on
tne lake •
-

1

Find enclosed copy of bills for 1ire and tube, ba;itery and grease
job. Also ticke~s for gas and oil bought from Mar. 5, 10 29, 1943.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date______ _____ ___ ______ ________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·-__ _. ___ ____ ___________________ .. ------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ___________

Ortee-olfooe_e_________________________________ STATE __'F~[or-fda----------------------------

INCLUSIVE DATES _____ liiaP-r---2g_ 1___ ,!.p;p... ---5-.---l.-~~
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------1

I don 1 hav e muoh to repor1 , i1's so dry the birds are all along the
lake shore, 1he oranes are s taying close to the !ew ponds ~hat have
wa'\er in them.
I wa s on the lake Friday as far down as Indian Fraire Canal. The
bhe xiorth and east o! uorth steady, keeps
Date____t--he---la-ke---so---:t:ow---crau_._; get an,- where near t·he ehore w11h 1h e boa'\.
It is very quiet , Soo11s' fishing outf.ii was at Horse Island, tha1
was all the fisherman on tne west s_ide ot ~he laK:e, J:Je ar_ the
sano1uary, di~~~ - s~e anyone in the woo ds.
niod ha! beeA blo•ixig t1ow

I bought 12 gallons of

gas - ~or

the c ar , will send bill w!th nex1

Date·-----------------------------------~-------:~------·

Date __________ ______ ____________________________________ _

Date ____ ____ ____________________________________________ _

Date _______ ___ __________________________________________ _

Date·----------------------------------------------------

Each warden sign or initial here:

~~,-~-~--

------~----------------~~-~-=~------------·
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

NOTE: Repor ~
· ·· ,
palro ed; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

The woods are getting dr7er, haven't had any rain for ten days.

Mr. Fas t was here Friday morning, also Mrs. Francie Kiefer, whdse
addr ess is 243 Gratiot Blvd. Por~ Huron, Mich. Seo. Michigan
udubon Society. And Grace V.. Sharr1t
13533 Roselawn Ave •
'
Date____ _
ave---a--1-et-irer---u:r--authori:!y, they we .t·e ver awcious to go along,
leave Okeeohobee in the afternoon, d1dn t have time to wire
he office, make the irip, and meet the bu. Mr. Fast said it would
it him fine for them to go with us.

.

hope to have sp are tire reoa pped an d get/ t:ire.s ! or the trailer this
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

I am enolosing tickeis !or gas purchased
the 12th. ot April 1943.

rom the 5th. of April to

I

(
Date_____________________________________________________

)
Date.---------------------------------------------------·

(

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

~h(i::w_·~;.~~·'h

_____:___________________________~~~:~~:
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SA

TUARY (or general area) _____Oke.e..a.ho.b.ae __________ {~r-~~-!.l

~_!'_:~-~--~-~-~---~-~--'----~~~-----~'

INCLUS IVE DATES _______

------------ STATE __ .E~il&.--------------------------------

-.,,..,..

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Have_n' t ba d any r ain so tar, looks rainy.

I :iook Mr
to
Crosby Hammock Thursday, Went by Bas s e:c.ger, we had a good ds;r, saw
lo its ot dit'f ere1;r\ kinds ot birds, lo•• ot cranes, wood and Wh i ~e
Ibis.

The recapping me.chine at Ft. Pierce is brokeµ· down. don't know
__
reoa:p:ped be!ore 1ibe 1st. of May. I
~.~).. l
ye1. I'll start repairing boat
on the lake Sunday, 111~.. e is noil many birds

Date_______ J_h~]---~___ Q~!!__ _g~_t t__h~-- s pare tire
-.=,;;;;.;~;....:.-?--.. ..,,..;,;,;.o.... tie.a !a~.. tb.

.

-.r-.--"'"-· "'

--

.

--..

a'

.'

I am sending i i okets tor 12 gallons gas tor t he car a nd five
gas and one quart of oil for the boat.
Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date·--------------·-------r-----------------------------

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date_______ _____________________________________________ _

Each warden sign or ini,tia/, here:

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
~~~~~~~~~---''~~~~~~~~~
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATI01~;\~tht!!u~~!~~N~2CIETY

SANCTUARY (or general area ) ____Ok e-@.~h.o.b.e.e---------------------------------------- STATE ______J.i!l.1'rl-ia---------------------IN CLUS IVE DATES ___ A.~_r_ __~_, ___ g_Q_.._ __ l~~~----------------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

We are no t having a ny rain t he woods a re ge t t ing drie r and
the lake lower, not muoh aotivity, ha ven' t seen any one in the
woods this week , a very !ew oommeraial and no sport f isherm e n on the J eke.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Some bir ds on t he prarie wh ere t heir is any wa t er , thc, most of
them ar e on the lake, the lake is so low I oan't get very
alose t o them.
I b ought 12 gal. ga s f or t he oar aost $2.92
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

~~ ~ NATIONAL

AUDUBON

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area L----Gke~hooe-e -;---Fl...a.------------------------- STATE ______________
INCLUSIVE DATES ______!J?.±_~iJ,.___ &_E?_..1. ______ ~~-1----~-L-~~-~3
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

I haven't got much t o re port, we haven't had any
the woods are g ~t ting drier , and the lake l ower .
se en any one in the woo ds , a nd very few f i shermen
lake . I don ' t t hink the birds have b een mol~ sted
hat ha sn _t _
I

bo~h~

1 2 gal lons

quart o:r o il.

rain,
Haven ' t
on the
in any

$3. 17

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date______ __--------------------------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

~~~/!!!~~::
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

e eo

0

ee

ener al area )-------------------------------------------------------------------E S ________

aa.

STATE

FLOR IDA

-------------------------------------------------

---3-----l-G--,---'1943------------

NOTE: lieport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date______________________l --a1II--i:r--1nnrpl-e of da y s la t e \1 ith my r eport, want e d to

fil;ld out exa ctly ab out the b irds on the la ke . There is
birds at King ' s Bar , b ut the lake is s o 1 ow and t he ·t-J i n d. has
bbee~ bl owing a gale fr om the east this whol e week.
Ha ven' t
ee n ~b 1 e t o ~ et ,Q l os.e to th f.lll ,
~fe ar e not hav+ng aJJ...T r a in
gg ~znw& i ~rli~ :t8r ] f.~~.u~ranoh th i s week , th~ r oa d i s .s.2-.2.!'!..,,..1.:ve
I

i

.........

Date·-----------I ---b-ou.-ght---6---gs-lli:>-Jl·S o! gas and one q uarfr o -i:· oi l tor t he oar, 11

oost

.
.,

l/

1. 71

Date____________________________________________________ _

C\/)

I

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date _______ _____________________________________________ _

Date ______________ ____________ --------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

ATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

ARY (or general area )______Okee-onoo_e_e_~---Fiti;------------------------- STATE ______________________________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES _______ Me-y---l(h----l-''1-;---19-43-----------

.

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names. of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_____________________________________________________

o changes , the
t em.
ot many
I got the spar e tire reoaped

The birds have l ef*
ie

, ~uow.

t o da~

l~

'fa)

gal. o! ga s this week. tz. 9!
of bill :for reoaping ti re , also the gas
tickets fr om may 3, to the 1 7th .

I bought

Date·-----i---a:m--en{n-os-tng--o-o-py·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date_________________ -,------____ -----------------------·

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---___________ ___________ _________________ ---------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

area)------~~~~-~-~-~~-~-~-~---~~-~~------------------------ STATE----------------------------------------------------

SANCTUARY (or general
INCLUS IVE DA T E S _____ .Ma~ __ )._7_~ ___24_, ___1_9_43_ ___________ _

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_________

we--nifve---mnr-one___gtrod rain , that was a lo t of hel p to the
road s.

I didn ' t g o t o the l ake l ast week . The Coast Guard Cap t a i n
wa s out h ere have i ng al l of the boats r e - regi s t er e d , and
taking our :piotires for our "denti io at io
a r s. It
will be Tuesday or Wedens da x befor e we get t h em,
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Mr , Nathan Holm es has bought a t ownship of l and on t he
prarie ar ound Cr osby Hamme , he ha s i t fenced and t he
gates locked.
I bought 6 gallons of gas and one quart o! oil. It oost $1.71

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date.__________ _________________________________________ _

Date.__ _________________________________----------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial, here:

i~

~

·~l . /';,.~ WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

./

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area )------Ok-e-e-e-hooee--------------------------------------- STATE _ __-¥lor±-da-------------------------------INCLUS IVE DATES ______ JA~~---~-4-'----~:!-'---~-~~-~---------NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date___________ W-e--ha-d:--~me---go-o-d:--ra

ins la s t week, he~!i}e d ve:V!'f:Cyth~ng . The
cr anes are c omeing to t he po ids a t Fish Branoh. There is
lots o! Egrets o:i;i the prarie , some youllg one s. The Ibi4 are
still on t he l ake , the re's not many at King ' s Bar ,.... '15!'"'Re dLig ht . The mos t of t hem a r e at little · grassy Island a nd
~~~~111e~. _ sou ~,~ w:°:Jll -,~ · m_~,~~~~1f~ 11g
aa n~~';'li21t e~ woJ este d Un s spr :i. ng .
I did a l ot of pa trolling l as t week sinc e t he r a i ns . The
h og unt rs and th e c ow hunt ers have a ll gone to t he wo ods.
I bO J7ht 1 8 gallons of ga s and t wo qua r ts o! oil la s t week .
ooe t t~ 4. ~b'1 am enclosing copy of bill f or relining t he .brakes
on t he c ~ , · also gas t i cke t s f r om t h~ 17th . t o t he 31st .

Date·------------------------·--------------------------·
.

Date ___________________________________________ _________ _

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date________________________________ ___________________ _

Date._. ____ ___ ------------------------------------------·

(Use additiOnal sheet to avoid crowding)
~~~~~~~~-

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

43

Y (or general ~y) _!3-r;_'?_~[i-~~!>:7~-~i-9- _____________________________STATE ______~-~~J-~~---------------------------INCLUS IVE DAT ES _______________________________________________________ _
NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

e are haveing some rains , hut there is not much water in
tbe woods, the lake a1 d -'" issirnmee River are g oing down right
on. I wa s i n Fish Branch two days JBst week a d made two
trips to the lake . There is some birds at King s Bar, but
there is n ot any at Red Light . They are nesting along the
lake in the ,ra ss near open wa ter .
Date______________ r---went ___tc:;---w-or-m--c·ove

, dragged a skit! to wh ere I could row it
rowe d over to what we call Little Grassy Island, there was
lots of bird s
all along the lake . The Limpkins and White
Ibis are along the shore on the island was a flock of Glossie
Ibis ana no other birds , I couldn't get any count on them.
There busy fee ding, se a tt ered all oYer t he island, I stop~ed
i;Qe l;;gat RbQ1:1i; 'Ral:f may f;pQm i;;Q,9 ii:J.a.iJ\ i;Q t:Q.Q

1iRQ:P8

WQiJ. o I

<llossy Ibis go to the island, they passed
me one and t wo at a time . I watched about an hour , I am sure
t hey we r e feeding their young ones, the water is so shallow
arounl the plac es they nest tha t it maAes it very hard to
get a n estimate on the m. I am sur e t ha t they are not be i g
bothered. There are no people goin on the lake bu~ fishermen they don ' t any of them have guns .

Date.-------------we-e---t-h-e-re---1---eaw--·98

Date_______ _____________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·-________________________ --------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general

area)------~~-~~-?-~~~-~-~--'------------------------------------- STATE __!~~_:-~~-1:-----------------------------

IN CLUSIVE DATES _____ J'-uQ.e---7-r-14-,---l-9-43.-----------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

let you know as soon as I get the pro:peller
wheel f or the boat, and the tires for the trailer, I think th at
I 1 11 get b oth this week .

Date______________Bramrh---y-e-t--.------I- 1-11

Date____________________________________________________ ,

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date----------------------------------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________ ________________________________________ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial, here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

ATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCT ARY

general area )_____ .Qkeeahob-e.e..r----------------------------------- STATE ________lf.io~-id&---------------------------

IN CLUSIVE DAT ES _____ ~-~~~---~-~!--+-!---~-~-~~----------~

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

Not much rain , the lake has dropped !oil.r inches i n the last
two weeks , the Ibis are go ing to King 's Bar some now , and t o
the lower islands at Red Light , and there is a lot of b i rds
of al k i ds at Ro ck Reef, that ' s at the no r
Observatiou.
Date_____________

~-~:i?~e-~~u~E~ ~ai~- t~:r: 8 t~ 0~!i :n~i;~~!

0

!t~~ i~t~~~
1

!~~~~e ~~s

It's very dry at Fish Branc h, everything is g oing smooth ,
very few people in tne woods , I didn ' t see any one last week
but the regular men. I f orgot to put in last weeks report
t h e gas I us~ d rr o tt.e '7+.h. to the 14th. 11 ga1i ons o~
0

1

~F~;;!;'--tt: -1Y;"Vo"-t~ ~~ ,' I~~· 12 gallons

of gas ,

2. ~ ·

~
Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date___________________ ---------------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY·
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCT A Y (or general area) _____ .Q.ke_e.aho..lte_~ ___________:___________________________ STATE_..F1ari4a. _____________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES ____..Ju-De--.Zl~r-----28-----1943-------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date.---------------------------------------------------·

We are haveing soae raill, has been blowing and raining ever
since Thursday, I haven't been on the lake this past week,
the weather was too bad tor the small open boat. I was
along the shore, there is a lot ot Ibis and Egrets flying
about !eeding in the marshes and ponds where there is any
water. 'Ihe Limpki~s and Mallards are staying on the lake.

Date·---------------i~~-~ax6~-~d~~~-~t6 n~o i~n~ut~~h~r~~~d~~re T~6w:ish hou ~e~

------------- -

~

·-

. . ~-'N'"' .

The oraDes are showing up on the prarie and the Burrowing
owls are oomeing out.
I! the rationing ~oard meets tomorrow night, I'll try to
get them to ch ange the grade of tire tor me. I c&J;l't get
9113'

grade 5 th es.

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

I bought 15 gallons o! gas and one quart o! oil last week,
it aost$3.90.
I am ~ending tiokets tor gas from June 1st. to the 28th.
also $2 .75 I pa id for trailer license, and $5 .00 tor Federal
stam;p on the &ndnbon aer.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·.

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·------- --------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Each warden sign or initial, here:

-t-- ;
----~--7'2-J--;-t~
-----~------- -- ~
- ---$-1--U/-/
.
_______
------------·
I
.
"-'----~---~~-..;_
( u_se additional s!!eet to avoid crowding)
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue,_New York, N. Y. ·

geneyt}fi~ea ~su-----=-~-~---~---==--------------------------------------- STAT~-~-~~-~~-----------------------------------

SAN CT :ARY (or
INCLUS IVE DA T ES _____J.nne.__ .2..8.~ ___Ju.l..J'__ _5 ~ __ .1.9_43_

NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlile; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

r --s1rexrt---t-wo___crays ___on the l ake last

Date_________

wee~ l eft the boat at Jones'

fish camp on Fish Eating Creek. The water is so low I oan ' t
get near K n ' s Bar, can't go between the bar and the s o
ave o go wes of the bar to get from here to Red Light .
I spent two days looking over the Islands down there , I saw
il'Ne E'V'e Fgl!i E1:e e Ki il ee , I am E:et B1:l:Fe t l9:aii taey weP e male e

Date___ ______or---!e-m-al-e-ft•------th-e-y--were

exactly alike . Th
'
s of swallowtai~ d kit e s, some yoUJ;lg swallow- tails, also l ots of wood
is, an white . All the G1 oss7yibis I saw was xorth of
Harney Pond Canal, there is quit a n ook of them there all
to themselves . Down on the l ower isl ands there was lots
of diff erent birds ,
el ioans , waterPturkey , and wha.t
we gall Ni i'i£:er i'e=se . Lots ot smal l birds o:r different
Date___ _____ Jd.n.d.s. _____ .l.t__ is ___V-e.r.y. inter esting to see th em •
The condi tion on the prarie is jus t the s ame , a l i ttle water
in the ponds , some birds and cranes every where there is water .

---

I bought six gallons ' gas f or the car , 5 gas and one quart
of oil for the boat . Cost $2 . 93.

Date___

---r --gt>-t ___tne___ mliii___wffo ___take s oare of the cami:> at Fi shEating Creek
of tlie boat , I am going ack f'uesday , work
islands , I can ' t do anythin with the boat

.

...........

Date __________ ___________________________________________ :

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ___ ____ _______________ ______________________________ _

Each warden sign or initial, here:

•
u
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )___ Oke.e..o.ho.b.e.e_, __ ..Fla.

___________________________ STATE-----------------------------------------------

INCLUSIVE DATES ___~~~X---~--~--~~-!---~-~-~---------------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_____________________________________________________
,r e

are haveing lo ts of r a in this week, I ho:p e to se e the lake rise some.

I was at Red Li ht last ~eek, ther e is a lot of bir ds down th e~e , I saw
three Kite s ,
believe they are through layi g, the biras baa moved
from the shoals, I saw them at nek before last. They are not staying
at one pl ace long at a time , I judge by that they are about t hrough
Date___ Jt~_§.j;jJ~.g.!'______________________________ _

Some wat er in the mar she~ out :from the lake now , and ih e birds are
leave ing the JAlle to teed i n the :ponds.
Very quiet , no one in the woods last week, very f ew fisherme n on
the lake .

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
~~~~~~~~~~~-

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )-------Okee-o-bob-e~-------------~----------------------- STATE ___Fl-ori-da-----------------------------------------

__ __,_ __ J~-~~

INCLUS IVE DATES _____________ ~-l!~~----Je_, }._~

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling? amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numb~rs and names of boats :.;net with; 11:ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

We are baveing some rain, the river has rose about one foot.
Some water in all the ponds and n:arshes. The birds are e~ve
ing the lake now, feeding o the OQtside.
he white and wood
IDis as well as the craaes are feeding on the pasture that was
out over while it wa s so dry. at Brighton, and Moore Haveu.
Date______________.I.t..di:d4:'

t a.n· .o many birds on the lake th is week. The re has
been less birds on the islands every trip for the last two weeks.
I am sure they are going to t he marshes.
They were on the lake
when there was l o water anywhere else.

Mr. Johnson at Clewiston said the mallards and all the birds
below Clewiston oome to the lake to nest. He a l so told the
Date_____________ K~t~_§___g.:\!___ Q];i_§~_;r_ygtion had dorie extra well, and he do sen' t
11..-e they have been molesten by &ll¥one this season.
There is some Egrets staying in town at Clewiston. The glossy
Ibis hasn't come off the lake like the white and wood.They stay
very nearly one plate a nd mostly to theirselves. for one reason
t re hasn't been much r~~n rom Kiss.i.mm_a~ River to Lake Port,
the i oad di tohes are dry now. I haven't leen any more SwallO\Y
Date.-------------htl-e·a---Itt"'t"-e-s-;·4:1rey" were ab out three miles sou th of Fisheat ing
Creek, near the shore, fwo of the y oung ones were just beginning
to fly g ood. They were very tame.
Everything, is going smooth at Fish Branch now.

I oame f rom

up ther e this morni g, the praries are getti1 g wet , and slick
there and north west of Ft, Drwii.

Date______________r__ne.v_er...saw...a..P-elican

this last week, I wonder where they go?

I bought 15 gal . gas , aJd 1 qt. oil Cost

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date._____ _______________________________________ -------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

3.90

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area )______ Qke_.e_o_h.o.b_~_e_______________________________________ STATE __Jr.l_Q~-i~_f! ________________________________________ _
INCLUS IVE DATES _____~~~-~ --~-~-~---~~---~-'----~~~~--NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with i n sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date________________

e--.-r • --ha:\r.e..iDg.---l o t s of r a i n row , t he lake i s r ise i ng some.
There i s water now i n t he ponds, the birds are come i ng off
the lake to feed n ow, i n the I n dian re s ervat i on. A f ew birds
i n Pearse ' s pa s ture .
~

ot much wate r alo ng r oad 29 , fro m Kissimmee River

Date________________ J_t._ __ j ,_ .§___Y.:!?.r-X___'!'t~_t_ ___
at

to Lak ep or t.

F ish Br anch , and on the pr arie nor th of

Okee chobee .
There i s not muoh act i vity here yet . Ther e i s a f w people
hunting aroung t he lake. And on t he prar ie . Lots o!
era es and some Burrowing Owls e verywhere now.
-- -IcJCe-fls---or---tn-e---·ga s I b ought
c opy of bill f or work I had done on
I do n ' t have any repor t

:forms. ~

i'/,c)

Date.--------------~------------------------------------·

Date.____________________________________________________

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·-------____________________________ -----------------

Each warden sign or initial here:

f;-~._/,,d~~--(Use additional sh eet to avoid crowding)

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - ==z=~~- - - - - -·

Association of Audubon S ocieties
e Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Okeechobee Area

State Fla.

Aug.2, 9, 1943 inclusive.
He ll it is still rai ing some, the woods are covered with
water except alo 1g road 29 from Kissimmee River to Harney's
/ P ri.d Canal. It is so wet I have l 1t bee i to Fish Branch
/ {"':-~
week. I went to the \/esterve:t.t fence, r · saw Rob
~ · ~·
iams, t ha t is West ervelts man tha t st ays on the place,
''
ld me I couldn't very well go in to Fish Branch, the
e was so wet and slick •• He walso said there hadn't been
one but the cattle men i n t he re si~e I was there before.
I was on the lake all day ~edensdayfour Jrews of commercial
fishermen was all the people I saw during the day.
There is not many birds on the lake now, they are saattered
over the woo ds . Lots of Ibis in the Indian Reservation.
I bought 6 gal . gas, 1 qt. oil f or the car last week. Cost$1.71 .
a ven' t got any report blanks . (

Jt. cu J<~ j~
~

tt

.;i.)

Florida

keeohob ee August 9, 16th.1943, inolusive

The rain bas slacke d or:tr, we haven't had a good rain t his
week. The water in the lake and Kissimmee River is going
down, the water is almost as low as it was before the rai ns.
There is lots of bir ds and cra11es oJ1 the :prarie wher e the
pone s have wa t er in them. It's really quiet here. The
few regular fishermen is all t her e is on the lake or in t h e
wooa.s.
I bought 12 gal. ga s , and one quart oil.

••

Cost $3.17.

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
- -· 1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general a~ea 5-~--~nkeac;J:lohe.'e~;~----------------------------------- STATE ____ F..l~ida---------------------------INCLUS IVE DATES ________J_ulJ: __ l._9_~ ___2-fj_~ __.l.9_4_3_ ______ _
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention ·any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date______________ we----a-r-e---1nr1ren:~r--10 ts

lake ha s re se a

u:

of ra ill, Ki s simmee· Ri ve.r is r i se ing, the
th':r-e · c he s.
• , .. .._

Excep t from Kissimmee River to Harney P ond Canal there is no
a9, ih:e ai'&e Lee ere veI':J fieM at,, e,e13•
Date______________ th-i:n-g ---i-s---v-er-y---q:u·iet.
l,\j o one in the woods, but the men that's
looking a f t er t h e pas t ure fenoes a nd a fe w f ishing crew s on
the l ake.
wateP aleag :reea

I got so me stationary, the envelopes has Au<lu.bon Magazine
re turn in the corner of them.

_r___bou..ght __ia__.gall.ons

of ga s last week, oost $4. 38, will send
s tick ets t he f ir st of Aukti.s t.

Date_________________ _________________________ _________ _

Date_________ ___________________________________________ _

Date_____________________________________________________

Date _______________________ ____---------------___________

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTU AR

(or general

area)-------~~~-~~-?-~-~-~-!------------------------------ STATE __________!?:_~~--~~-------------------

INCLUSIVE DAT ES ____ At:tg-.---l-6-,~-,---l-~------------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and n ames of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·----------,--------------------------------------·

Well I ve b en hopeing for a lot of water along Road 29 ,
we ar e havei.ng some rain but not enough t o do mu c h good
aroung the lake .

There is water in the woads and some birds in a l l the po ds,
except glossy Ibis , they ar e staying on the l ake.

Dre·a:.m--·g-(fill:g---i-e>---num:-e----a-----n.'1:p w i th

• Johnso n t o Ob s e rv at ion
Island in a few days. He wa i d he would spend the day i th me
there the first opportunity he had.
I' m going to try to go this
week.
a
Conditions in en ral way a ·"'e about the sam e , there ' s

I:lO OI:le tc. tl:ie 1100Q. ~ or 011 tl:J.e l ake b nt t he few c a ~ + Jeme n
DMi-d--1-i-&h-e-it-men .. ---------------------·

bought 12 gal . gas , one quart of oil this week .

Cos t

3.17

Date__________________________________________ ----------·

Date_____ . __________ . _____ ---------____ ----------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date_______________________________ . ____ ------___ ------·

Each warden sign or initUil here:

,
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_________Qk.ee..ahob---8------------------------------------ STATE _____F~:&...----------------------------------------IN CLUS IVE DATES ________ ~.1:1:~~~-~-----5-~.L~_Q_! ___;J:_~-~~--NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_·--------------------------------------------------·

e are haveing lots of rain. There is lots of wate r in the woo ds .
The birds and oranes are feeding all over the marshes now.
Some everywhere I go . The Mallard Ducks tne Limpkins and
Glossy Ibis are all o the lake yet . There is a little more
aotivity , a few ~eo~le are frog hupting , but they dDa't g o very
:far, the pastures are all ;gostea . The h n nting i s mastlir alo ng

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date ____________________ __________ -----------------------

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date.__________________ ______________ -------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______Qk_~-~-~hQ"°Q_~~--------------------------------------- STATE ___ J).'1..Qri.Q.a. ____________________________

_

INCLUSIVE DATES _______ A-p;&:·-OO-§urt-1-6-;---ij4B---NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____r-~e---fia-ve··-:P1·--ii-{y

___oT--wa ter

r ead 29 now ' if it will 0 ly keep
rai n ing. ~here is lots of birds close along road fr om i gger
Duck to Harney Po d Canal . There is Glossy , ood , and vhite
Ibis and lots of Egrets , Herons and Mallard Ducks . But it
hasn't rai. . . ed. in three days , if it doesn ' t rain f or three or
four days the water will be gone , and the birds will leave there .
Oil

Date·----------------------------------------------------

Th ere is a lots of Ibis in the Indian Reservation and at
Brighton now .

Very few b ir ~ s "n the lake.

E-ryth ing is quiet

•

There is lots of water at Fish Branch, was raining there the
fir s t part of the week and the birds moveing a lot .
I bought 15 gal . gas , and 1 quart of oi l.

Cost

$3.90

Date_____ _______________________________________________ _

Date __________ _____ _______ ______________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____ __________ ____________ __________________________ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_______OJf ee~b.-0-bee-------------------------------------- STATE ____ F-lG-P4.4a-------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES _________ ? _____:.:-----;:--------,.------ 17--------,..,-?
~·r"emn · r

~

J~

J,~

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas' patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

e are haveing some rain, the lake is u:p abl)tlt a :foot , the
woods are dry except the ponds. The birds are moveing about,
changeing their feeding places. The cranes are stayiog pretty
close to Fish Branch Marsh.
ot many ducks away from the
lake .
Date________I ___di.d.. __ a. __l.o_t __.o.t.___:p.a_trolling

last week. There 's no one in the
woods, except the regular stock men, There ' s several com~
mercial fishing cre ws on t he lake . I haven't s een anything
disturbing the wild l lf e in any way , the weather co r.ditions
I think is what's makeing them move their feeding places
so much .

f____~~-~_@-~___!_'!___ ~~!-~---~-f gas, one puart of o 1 1 l a st wee:k.

Date________

Cost· $4. 39

Date_______________________ _____________________________ _

Date__________ __________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

"'NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_______ QK~~g-~g-~~-~------------------------------------- STATE _____ _f lg_~Q,-~----------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES ____8-eyt--;--l-3-;---2&-.----);-94-3--------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date___________________________________________________ _

I have a bout tl::e same to report, we are havei
so me rain, a nd winds .
The birds are iri the :ponds on the marshes, no t ve:ry many on the lake .
Everything is very quiet, no one in the woods or on the lake shore
except the regular stock men a !d commercial fishermen . Some Sundays
we have a few sport fishermen , they usually go on the la:k:e .

GU-rt-nr-w:r-rg-nt____tn:e------state

Date___

Conservation Warden che clcs their licenses,

they don 't ha ' e any guns .
I :put the si gn o State oad 29 between the first sign, f rom Kissimmee River and Indian Prarie Canal.
I ~ougfit 9 gal . ~ea, _aaa
Date____________________________________________________

oae ~aaF~ ef eil last week. Geet i2144

Date__________ ____ ______________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date.__________ ________________________ -----------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

>NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______ OJ.i;:e_e.c.ho.b.e..e..,------------------------------------ STATE ___ ~l..a-..------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES _____ -SG[ §_t ______ ;zq-,---xr;---iv-~g-------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
. concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________.

We are ha.veing some stormy weather , a little rain , and lots
of wind . The woo ds are wet enough , but the lake dosen ' t
r ise much . There's lots of birds and some ducks in all the
marshes now . The Fish Branch territiry is very wet , the
cranes are feedin ~ on all the praries ,
Date____________________________________________________ _

Maurice Villiams is workir.g at the ir Port at Sebring ,
he has some hog s 011 the ie sterveldt land yet . I will
get the informa tion you asked for as soon as I can.
I b ought 12 gal. ga s last week .

Cost

2 . 92

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

-f;-;l?r-l/J:;a~--

-----------------------------------1 ----------------(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ________ Qkee.ohohe_e. ____________________________________ STATE ____FJ.-O~-id.a.------------------------------~e p , ember 27, October
INCLUS IVE DATES _______________________________________________________
_ 4, 1943
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and µiinutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

We are ha ,e ing plenty of rain and stormy weather . I haven 't
been on the lake for ten days , it has been too stormy for the
little boat .
Everything is very quiet . There is no disturbance with the
wild life . The birds are all very tame . can drive all
Date_____________ ~mQ_!:?._g ___tb_~fil.!'______________ _
Huntin0 season will open soon , the people keeps talking about
shells to hunt with , but they haven ' t got t hem yet .
There is not much water in the sanctuary along Road 29 , the
lake is so low it runs off as soon as it falls .
Date_____________ 1---1rnugl'ft---xz---;ga:1;-·

gas and 1 qua rt of oil. Co st $3 . 1 7.
I am sending tickets for gas I bought last month. to · oct 4.
Also bill to Rue Chandle r for work o the boat.motor.

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date______ ______________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________ _------------____ -----------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

lJkeeohobee

l'1oric1a

SANCTUARY (or general area )-------------------------------------------------------------------- STATE---------------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES _____

n_t.o.b_.e.r.. __ .4.~ __ l_l_._ __~~-4~------

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

'1-A"--w-cru-a:s---a ----s-cr· wet
ooulcln 1 t >et ott th l'! high;vay .. last
~ e ek .
t e are
avei ig 1 ss rai alo
the west sic.,e of t l e
lake t ba u a. ~ whe. else .

Date______________

~uer'=' L · .l 1
ar- f eet..ilig
1l Qt'i/ .
T~ r G is mor e bQrr owing owls
on t'be
Date______________r-oa-ds---t-11&.a.--u.-su.ai.., the woods is so wet thay had to ge t out
of their living quarters .

The 1

lott:f .L
Ql* tla8

<.&.1.. u :-s
p;i;-g;p;i.~ i

uulll(!

about ei
1.1.1~ uow ,

... o ff:1:c .

+,
l uaual, ther
I saw more Carae .t>9.S l e-t ·e
b ird s a1 the 1 a k , out I h aven ' t se 11 any '" it s
Fish~ati 5 Creek,

Date______________ I ___O_Q_ugh_~ _____igtl:t__g_allo ns

for t h e boat .

ie ot s of
or th or

of gas last week for the aar ,
.c..leven gal . a ltogether • Cost ·2. 68

three

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date________________ _____________________________________

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date___________________________ ___ ----------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )________Vke.e..o.hcb_e_e_ ____________________________________ STATE _________..J!.1.o.r..ida._________________________

Uctooer 11, 18,

194~

INCLUS IVE DATES-------------------------------------------------------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

.:v-en.!-±---h.ad--an ~ r . in ·or
f ull of at r but tbe rrari
a.co:: on t h, 1 e sho
ncl 0 '

Date·--------------L.e.--h

d itches

re

11 t h e oi 1· s

In the north e d of t he county the :prarie is ver y ~·e t . I
hav entt b e en up t h ere t h e pa st week, but Curtis , the State
Gane Warden ha s b een -patrolling up t h ere ever yda y.
Date_________________ ____ -------------------------------·

Lots of quail c a me t o t he ro ad gr&de s when t he wo ods g ot
s o we t. That ' s the reason I d idn't g o. He was t h ere, and
t her e was u oth i 1;g I could do if I had g o e too .
I o l y gough t 9
Cost y2. 45 .

al. of gas, a nd one quart of oil la st week .

Date_______ _____ ____ ____________________________________.

Date.---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date.__ ____ ___ ____ --------------____--------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

?_~--~-~!:_~~-~-=-~--------------------------------------- STATE_________!._~~-=-~-~-~------------------~..,.-------

SANCTUARY (or gener al area )____

INCLUSIVE DATE S _____Q~.t-0-b ;z-___ J..8-,---21ir_l9.43____

\

NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or neating
concentrations.
Date_______________________ ~v-e-ry-tn-D:ig--Ts

•

\

I

about the same, ve ry quiet, no 01.1.e in

the woods .
Some Glossy, ~ hite , and Wood I J is along
the Sanctuary .
Date________________________Ha-veni--t;--ha-d---any

rain in a week, the

WP

Road 29, in

t er is going

a ay fast .
___...
I b ought 12 gal . gas, 1 qt . oil, last week .

Cost ~3 . 17 .

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date_____________ _______________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ________________________ _----------------------_____ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or eneral area )------Ok-e-ee-heb-ee--------------------------------------- STATE-------------Fl.-e-.--------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES ________QQ_tQf1_~-~---~§_ 1 ___ ~ __Q.~_! __ J._.a._J- 943
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

We are not have i ng auy rain, hasn't rai ied her e in t wo weeks .
The water is ve y ne ar all gone , the ro ad s t hat were muddy
some time q o ~ re sandy now.
0

I d i d a lot of pa tro l li 1~ last week, the duck se a son ouens
Tuesday , izomorrow, the prnpJe are hn j:ing dnck stamps.
Date_______ ____ .The¥---ar_e ___ s-t-ill--.g.ue ssing

o- ot any i

a t_ out gun s hells , they havell 't
t h e st or e s i11 Okeechobee , ye t .

Everjthihg is getting al8ng good , it is very quie t i n the
woo ds .
I b ought 1 8 ga l . gas l ast we ek, one quart of oil.

Cost 4 . 50 .

___ 6ve r my tic ke ts I f oung where on Oct .
11, I made a mis take iI the amount I pi id for gas , my re port
shows ~ 2 . 68, it should have b een '2 . 19 .

----p-;-s-~---Ti~---c-he-c-kTii9;

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date.____________________ ~----- --- ________ --------------·

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date ______________________________________________ ------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area )______0.ke.e.ch.ob_e..e_______________________________________STATE __________Fl
INCLUS IVE

o.r.i.da.._____________________

DATES·---------~~-~---~-!----~-!-~-~~-~---------------

NOTE: Report weath er conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date·---------------------------------------------------·

It's very dry, haven't had any rain for t wo weeks . There is
water in the ponds Jn the praries . The birds are staying
along the lake shore , through the Sanc tuary.
There is
road. 29 .

o wat er in l:'earce 's

or Scarber ' s pastures along

Date_______ _______ --------------------------------------·

V ry quiet, no one in the woods, but the regular stock . n,
and some duck hunters o the lak •

The target f ield we were talki.ug ab out doesn ' t affect Chandler
slough, the slough is about ten miles sout h of the fi eld.

1

Date·-------------r---1nruglrt--9"--~ra1:-;---ga s , one quart of oil la st week .

Co st $2. 44 .

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date.____ _______ ________________________ ----------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )______ Q~e..e_c_h_Q_b.~_e_______________________________________STATE ________Flor.i.d.a---------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES________rmv ----=s-----14-----1-eui...2---------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _
Ve had a good rain last w~ek , but the woods are g 0 tting
dryer .
There's not uch duck h un ting 011 the lake .
It
is very quiet iu the woods o~ .
I guess t here will be some p e o ple i1 the woo c s aft ~ r the
2 0 t h . of ~his mo th, hun t i g seaso
s then .
Date___________Tn-e·-·o-rr-ds___ ana:·--c-ra-iles are on the praries a n d in t:ie pods .
There is ot much vat er along road 89 through the anctuary ,
there is a lot of b i rds aloHg the la1ce shore .
I dori' t thi1 k
t h3 t the are being disturbed , auyway they qre v er y tame .
Th ere was lots of era es last week

outh of Fish Bra · ch ou

Date·----------the---mar-she-s-;-------------I b o u~r t 15 gal . gas and 01e !Uart of oil l a s t w,ek .
Uost ,~,ftJ.

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·----------------------------------------------------

Date._________________________________ ------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )_______ Q.ke-ee.h-0-b.e-e-------------------------------~----- STATE___

-l G-r-4.48------------------------------------

INCLUSIVE DATES ---------~-Y-~~~-~_!'__ J-_~_1___§_?_,___ ~-~~-~
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

---a::f'e---fiav-ei-ag---s-eme showers , not enough to raise the lak l any.
The water is · ot going down any that I caH tell . There was
some . unting S8turuay and Sunday , most of the hunters went
to Cmllier and Hendry Counties .

Date__________ W

The :prarie s are dry , the ponds and. marshes ha v e water i
Date____________________________________________________ _

_l!;Ve r ything is v ry q_uiet !or o:pen hunt iD.P.: sea so n .
ery
little duck hun+ing d 1ring the week . Several hunters came
Saturday, Anu ~un day .
The b~ rd s lo ~g th~ lake shore do,sn ' t se m to ccrc _o r the
hu ti Lg .
I do ... ' 1. see any a.iffere 1ce i1i them .
Ther ' s
Date___________J_~_f?_t __?__~__ _l!~~-~~Y----~~--)~ c re was befo re the duck season opene d.

\

I brou~ t t h e
ign home i;.i th r.1e t t.at was down a,-; Harney Po 1d
Canal , when you were here , it ' s iu b ad shape; I am going
to work it over a.l d re let r i \,\ if I mai.;:e a g ~· od ~ob o.r: it
I'll work the ~xt wars~ one over .

Date·----------I---b-ought---l-2'--gal-. ----0!

gas last we k .

Cos t

2 . 92 .

Date_____________________________________________________

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____________________________________ ---------------__

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area )______QK~-~.Q_l}Q.Q_~JL _____________________________________STATE-Rl..o.rj,.Qa-------------------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES .----..1-9:•v:·•mb-'7r---£-2-,---E-9--,----l-94-BNOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date________ ____ •

e---a.Td.nTt ___iiii~ve---a.-·1y

fast .

rain la st week , t he water
is falliug
There was very few hunters out .

The re ' s not ra ny b i ra.s alo ug the r oad thro ugh the Sa c tuary , they are alo ~g the l ak shore .
Date___ _____ ____ _Sorrre--b-trtts---at---c112:ndler

lo ugh , but the water is ge tting

low i n it .
I bought 12 ga l . gas , 1 qt . oi l last w ek .

Co st

3 . 1 7.

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

'

.

'

Date______ . ________________________ ---------------------·

Date _____________ __-------------------------------------·

Date.___________________________________________________ _

Date______________________________________ --------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) __________Qk~_e__cJ:rnlHHL ________________________________ STATE __ .El..a.rida________________________________

. _______________________________________________________
December 1, 8, 1943 _
INC LUSIVE DATES
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

Everything is gett i ig along smooth, a few hunters ir.. the
woods, but ammunition is VffrY short with them.
I haveu 't b 8en up as far a s the bombing field in the
last few days . I heard t ~ Y lock9d th ~ fltes, a ~ put
guards ou t h em l a l"lt ·;1eek: .
Date________________ -----------------,----------------·

e haven t

h~a

an y rain for a

we~k,

everywhere is getting

dry.

I bought 6 gal . gas, .1 qt . oil, la st week . I had a talk of
s au d ""as f nr t h -=- h o t-f'rom 1 ast wee·k . Cost . • 71 .

.Q'$'1

Date·--------------I- 1-11---b= --

mrk:trrg-· on the s i,gns .

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date __________ __________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·------- - --- -----------------------------------~----·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Y (or general area )____ CketrCfhu-b"e-e--;-------------------------------------- STATE ____________
INCLUSIVE DATES _____ a.a..____ -y---l .3_T__ l9.4.3. ___________ _

Fior-rua-------------------

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso. line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_______________ _

----:re---rs---1roi---fiiuch g oi ng on , e veryth ing is VP. ry quiet .
e t t ing dry.

d

..,.(~

The b ir ds ar mo stlv o the lake, and River .
Some cr an es on
t h e pDanie wh ere the woo ds ar e b urned. Th e cat . lemen are
burllfng t h e }?raries that 1 s dry. Very few i:e opl i.u. t lie
Date__________ __________________ ________________________ .

~ b ougnt 12 g l. gas , ou~ quart u ll l a s

Date____·-----------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date__________ __________________________________________ .

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

w ek .

~ . st

. 17 .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

FI"o-:rra:a:----------------------

SANCTUARY (or general area )------------------Gk-eee-hebe --------------------------- S.T ATE _ _________
INCLUSIVE DATES·----------------~ r--13------20-----l.-9-43

NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_________________________________ T·----------------·

I didn t do a.uy :pa trolli. g la . . t v; ek, we VXffli"'e out 1 of ti:as .
The :fillint; stations couldn't get a y ;;il s last "we e'k~ s"tmle of
the statio s ot a little today, they al'"P. sa 1; .:g on, y
o e nit o ;
r n,
~hat gav
th c ars vii-th C books
2 gallons .

Date__________________ f---su-re--·ha-VBn..1.t.

cot a y t bi

to report this week.

Date__ __________________________________________________ .

Date _____________________________________________________

· Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date_____________________________________________________

Date.________________________-------------~-------------·
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NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____W~---are---mrve-in

--warm--·and dry weather, the woods are getting dryer a ll the time .

a~r

The re is not
short on gas fo r

t~ee

dur irig the holidays, we have been
weeks , we are gettir1g a little more now •

., ,....

, • • '~~

'·,;.;J

Date____ .Ev.e...l:!y-tll..illg---iS---¥-fil'-Y---qui et •

I bought 9 gal . gas . last week . one quart of oil .

Cost

2. 44 .

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date·--_____ -----------________ -------------------------·

Date____________ ________________________________________ _

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·
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sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____________________________________________________ _

I m ~ ttili.g 5
I am expecti g

Q
~vw, i'll b~
th~s wee k.

It's clry here , we ar e

au l

to

~ v ery1.hi.og

I bou

go i
smooth •
l/thi g .

t 12

~a l .

~a s

n - A o~

~h

p opl

ot havei1g but VP,1' y little r a in.
I

to bot} er

t a~e

;a s with Curt is, he

.1.fo o .u.e iu the

HOJd. s

a d 1 qt . oil l as t v ek .

or

un th ,

l ake

Cost ..;3 .17.

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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;::i;__<!:~---------------------------------
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NOTE: Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaeo·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_____________________________________________________

It is dry an d cool .
I took Mr . Bickne ll Wr "ht "'11t "'hursd y , h was v ry we lL ~1 as d . H s w 1At n ~ b ir d ~n d
n r8 e . . .
~~.~...!l'.""'""oUU'"'-:-""c.s;, ,,....--~-t

t4dtl..Q Ol,l

i.uk i t w
..y
u~
c
•
t ~ t it was some thief
tr a v e ling t he r oad.
I spe nt an extra day down there
t ryin.g to f i1 . . d ou t who had tra ve l e d t he r o -- d s . I d idn't f i d out a:u.yth ing war th wh ile, only I am s ure t hat
it u~a
Je e.11~ ___
o:?_ t ::c local J;lO
Date_________________________
____:!U'
____________________

Ot>lc •

Tne sigus t hat were t aken were t he oue s at I n d i an Prarie
Ca al
nd. ~ar 110;:-m Cove .
Everyth i .g is qu i e t. I the wo od s t he birus a 1d c l'ar e s
a _ v ry tame , they qre not be i •. g d ist urbed i J. a lY wa y .
0

Date __________ _________l_ __ b_a.u~t ___1_5___,g_3l.

gr· s • 1 qt • o i 1.

Date·------- - -----------------------------------~--------

Date ____________________________________________________ _

Date.__________ -------------____-------------------------

(Use additional sheet

to

avoid crowding)
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INCLUS IVE DA TES ________ J_~~_._ __ J,.Q__.. __ .l_7_, __ J,_~~~------NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_____________________________________________________

We had a g o od ra in a tur day , ha s ee n c ool e v er sinc e .
Lots of birc. s f e ed ing i the p or d s ye s tP.r day a n d to day.
o o e i n the wo J d s exc ept th e r egula r s tockmen .
I bo ~h t 10 g al . of ga s one quart of oi l l ast we ek .
Cost ..; 2. 69 .
Date______________ _______________________________________

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date____ _________________________________________________

Date·--------------------------------------------- -----·

Date·----------------------------------------------------

Date·---------------------------------------------------·

Each warden sign or initial here:

--L--&f-,---+-J-------~
------- ----------·
~ I /)l,
t
,..

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or neating
concentrations.

hav_e___abou______The

Date__________________ T __

same to re:port every we k .

and coo 1.

It' s dry

aturday .
Everythi g is

gett in~

ovuods,
on____ _tlle
Date_________ _____________
______________ana
____________

alo~~g

lake .

good.

Ifery

qu i et

iJ.~

th

boQ,.t 15 Jal . ~as , qnd one quart of oil last w k .

Cost '!P3 . 91.

Date_____________________________________________________

Date_____________________ ____ ___________________________ _

Date _____________________________________________________

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date ____ _______________________ __________________________
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birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date______________________rcz --- -, -cet.;;.f -:~--~ ~.h v..l ti Oui.:i

o

J

1 lio n ,

.;n

i;

+he

1

oous

10 ;sn llous 01·

F "l#/J Hclos a t i c:{ ts

...•

.x e:pt

...J~m ~ '

a uo u t

t"

tue

gul r c , ttl

as 1

~t

i:

h

m'? Jk .

, st

vc

<.iry.

t'V
1

n.

2 . 44.

or gas bought la"'t mo1.1.tn ,

Dat e----------------------·-----------------------------·
'15 . 25 tor ., "' -::.., . . ·or th -~ - .. .
(2o 95 tor gre :!in o. r, n char gei
lso op y J f bill for r .. pair o .1. , 'il' .

~J\J J v v}' ~ 'iJ\I
Date____________________________________________________ _

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date______ . ________________ .----------------------------·

Date____________________________________________________ _

Date.________ ________________________ -------------------·
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Everywhere is very dry. I've ue en sick the pas t week,
but Curtis , the Stat , Game wnrc. e ai.Q Mr . pru !t were
up on the i o ··th pr ar ie •.L onday, Curt is was also over in
II i gh la ds County vedn esday ~nd on the lake three days .
He r epor ed everythi1g very Quiet everywhe~
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Okee chob e , Fla .
Feb . 7 , 14 , 1944
We haven't haa a y ra in yP. t . I was in Highla nds County
yest~r~ay , practic ally all thP, p ona s arr Lry . fher
is l ots
of cr aue s on the pr ar ie East of las simmee River , that ' s
South r the bombing fiel d , and torth as fHr up as Lake
Kissirnm e i1 Maxey ' s pasture .
I bought 17 g11l . of ga s a nd one quar:t of o i l l as t week .
Cos t ~4 . #6 . Had a tire fix ed , Cost ~0 . 50 . Total $4 . 86 .

J-J

ry/-~

..;

%/
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area LK..\.5SJJ1.M.£E_
-:: QKECt:lCBE-E----- STATE____£WJ2.LDA_______________________________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES ___J"_\l.kl£ __
Q~J_S_t_l1~-~-------NOTE: R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wi14Jife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date ____MG-nd-ay-,---Jtme----Hh----4-944

Ewell asked a mechanic he knows to ~ o wit~ us down to the lake . We planne
a day 's coverage or my patrol area but on examinin the en~ine which would
not start ev en after much babying, he fo':llld t~e carbur1&~11£.,~?t--p1ns
worn off etc. So we sent it to Tampa for re~!r and my la e wo
waites 0
Date___ _rruesday_, ___J:.une. __ J.}.,. ___ _tg.44

real rain at last. Hard and.long . Went down to bail out the boat in
t h e evening . It was almost ru11 . We ougtt to have a 10x 10 pr opeller o~
·
her i ns t ead of a 7x7,.,which does not~~!'MTE'
S3!fZIJ• 411{gU\@tl9JS<r8"'• ft~p'~"
work .

a

Date___ Jlednead.ay_, ___June___1.4.,___ J 944

Got to see Bill Hendry at last. Nice fel l ow . Went down to see
Hewlett W ~lker on the shore road patrol but no one home agaln o Took
some pictures .

Date ___ .ID-hUitaday-,---.June---1-5r---l944

Photographed. e
t
meli
and other asaeasory material
us
e magaz ne. Have been us ng r
and yellow filters on
scenics. Have return five pack to Miss Wood for printing and return to ~
me so I can retake any misses and see what kind of results I ' m get ting . :H""
Date ___ ]'r-iday_,_ __.J.un.e ___16-. ___J94~

,

All day at the cabin . Writing mostl y--some sketching, especially of
cardinals . Also did some lJ;louts
and sketches
for a couple of cov'r'rs , 'On'e a ca
mo ss.
-,.~

------~---------~

-

Date_____.Sat.ur.day:..---.June---t-1-1 ----1944

Got a telegram f r om the boy I ~rew up and hiked with back in Ohio . He ' s
at Tampa until the 20th . H~n t seen him for over two years (bombard!iieP) .
Asked me to come over so I did on the noon bus without aayin5 anything
to anyone here except Mrs . Page to look after things.
Date __ ___.Sund.~Y-._ ___June __ J_8~ ___J9~4

Returned on the noon bus and walked out to camp
(did not leave the car in town) . Ra i n this PM.
Had to run down and bail out the boat
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NA TI ON AL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )__JUSS_IMMEE.~_Q.KEECHOBEE--AREA----- STATE ___________FWRIDA-------------------------------IN CLUS IVE DA TES __________cIU.NE __ J_9 ___~___ 2_5_. ____t9_4!t___ _
NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling~ amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats i;net with; ~ames of persons met ~th in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date___ JlondB.,Y-.,. ___ J.une___19_,_ __ J_9#_4

Ran into »arvin Chru;W~in town, a11 smiles
liere say he looks bad. He certainly is very
he first arrived that his son (state warden)
loosing his state job for "good reasons" but

and courtesy . The people
thin . Ewell told me when
informed him that he was
Chandler says he quit .

Date ___ .T..ue.s.day:-. ___June.--20.r---1-944

The other da~ ·someone in town informed me there "was a lot of them Sand.hill \Vhoop1n Cranes" out on the prairie near the highway . 10 miles from
town on the Ft . Pierce road "most evra mornin ' • 11 Went out early today
and did see a loose group of 14, the largest number togather or in
ag rt.gate for one da I've seen so far .
Date___ w.ea.nesday.._ __ .June--.2.1 ~----1 944
Asked Bil l Hendry how to get in contact • 1th He~ptt Wallter . He says
late afternoons also suggested I ask Walker if, e we r e U1 work for the
Audubon he would expect to continue his commercial fishing full time,
part-time , or drop it . Says he ' s a dependable outdoor t tpe thoroughly
familiar with the area . Patrolled Bassenger road . Few birds , 2 owl nests .
Date ___Thur.sday:.,. ___Ju.ne--.22-,----l-944
Everyone here is fussing about the heat but after Rainey it doesn ' t seem
so bad . Always a breeze, ragonably cool in the shade and cool at night .
Painted most of the day and finished a wa~,p;i:TI
W od Ibis~fHl;o.~
in bri 0 ht sunlight
again
blu
s
r"roni
s
etches
made
in
the
fle1d.- ias wee k .
.
.,
Date ___ICrci-Ga-y..,---.June---2-3-1----l-944

Trouble with t he painting racket, you can't arrive on Monday and start
painting on Tuesday . First look, look, look, and look some more . Then
sketch, sketch, sketch• Then a flood of ideas. Then production . Got .
a second picture half done .
Date__ S_~;t~d.ay_, ___ J.une__ 2 .4._ ___19_
44

Date.§_~~~y_,____cI~D..~ __ 2!.1.__ J9_4~-·
Vir~inia

arrived and in the evening we went down
the lake road for I wanted to see Walker . Horror
of horr rs , t en miles out we had a blowout on that
washboard road
~
l f
• _oo s or c~angi~g a tire includ-

( o v "E fV)

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

ad a screw driver a small file and a Jack which was rusted inside and
absolutely woul d not jack. It was the bad tire on the right rear wheel.
Waited and waited for a car to borrow some tools from but not a soul
1n the vicinity . Finally decided to drive back on the ri.ra since I
coUldn ' t get the spare on but a half hour of toll could not ~et the
tire off . The blowout showed a cut in the tire . There was nothins
to do after another waite (by this time dark) but lope home . Didnt
stopp at the first house because by that ti e there was no point .
Will take it in town tomorrow with a prayer that the spare is good
enough to use.
I knew of course that there were no car tools (though I thouzht
the jack would work) for Ewell had been using his own and told me he
wanted t<? get. some or t i.e oar but that they can ' t be had now •

J

J

...
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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J_9_44_

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date____ .J_un.e___ a_6..,. ___19_44_________________.

Took oar in town and had tire chan!ed. Spent the rest of the day
finishing a sec nd painting I had begun last week.

Date.___ J_\ID§___ 2_7.~ __

J_9_44_________________.

Rain practically all day. Too dark to paint but sketched and did
finished drawings for two more pictures. Bailed out the boat in
the evening .

Date.______June __ 2.8_, ___ J.9.~!±--------------·

Rain again. The aarburator is here and on the boat again.
the A.M. cover painting in the afternoon.

Started

Date._____ .June __ 29_, ___ _t9_~!±--------------·

No storms today so went out on the prairie--Bassenger, Ft. B., and
Brighton. There were more birds, mostly herons and other waders.
Sa.w a nice flock of White Ibises in one slough. Saw 11hat was probably a Bkltiow-tailed Kite . Two Limpkins. No cranes.
Date_____ _.June __ .J0~---19.4~---------------·

Finished the cover picture. More rain today.
ent down to bail
out the boat . Saw three 1mm. Caracaras and one adult and more
Burrowing Owls than I've seen at any one place thus far--at least
a dozen to fifteen. Gull-billed Terns are very common .
Date______ ..c!Ul.Y-___ )_~ ___ 19-44_________________ .

Fourth day of intermittant rain . Spent most of the day writing.
ent out photographing late in the afternoon and toolr some evening
scenes .

Date._____ .JU.l.Y:--2.,.---.l.9-44-----------------·

Patrolled along the lake . Saw a small flock
of wood Ibises and two Silts . Clouding up
this evening . We may have more rain tomorrow.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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concentrations.
Date ______JuJ.y__ _}_,. ___ _tg_M__________________ _

Took a short trip along the shore of Okeec obee in the boat . The
motor starts without any difficulty now and runs very smoothly .
There's a small island just beyond the mouth &r the river where
Gull-billed Terne are nestin in good numbers .
Date_____ .JuJ.-Y:--4.,.----1-944------------------·

Two boys from the Linnean Society are here on a birding trip and
I took them out on the St . Cloud. Rd . this evening after washing
the car and was able to show them Burrowing Owls, Crane s , Caracara~
etc. The Cranes acted very tame and were near t e road .
Date_____ .J_Uly __5. ___ l9!±4__________________.

Rained more today than I 've seen since here . Very hard and a1most
all day . It was still raining when I went down to bail out the
boat and a ~ood thing I did too, for there was plenty of water in
it .
Date _____.J.uJ.~-- 6.~--- 1-944------------------·

Took a short trip on the prairie but am afraid to venture too far
afield on these tires and especially the spare I'm now running on .
The rain filled up the sloughs and there are quite a few ibises
of all three species feeding about .
Date _____ J.Ml.y___ 7_, ___ _1.9.~-------------------·

Bennie Jones tells me we have an application for tube whenever I
want to use it so I took the blownout ca~ing for inspection and
T. Nix marked it in D condition and I got an application for a new
tire •
------ccC('"-_____..,m=•••wa--u_...,-Lltlt&:at!t_. .,..-u-uor.
Date.____ J _
U ly___8_,____t94!+___________________ _

Took a longer trip in the boat . Really saw lots of stuff this time.
In one area I estimated White Ibis 300, Wood Ibis 200, Glossy Ibis
75, plus many egrets and herons , GUll-billed Terns (why does Howe11
list them as rare?), Black and Least Terns, Killdeer, Skimmers ,
Stilts, Ospreys , Cormorants , Water-turkeys , Coot, Fla. Ducks, Scaup (2), etc .
Date.___ _Jllly___

_,____t.g.4~- ------------------·

Did a bit of photog!apby in the PM.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NOTE: R epon weath er conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
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birds or· other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date______ .J.ul.r __ J_Q_,_ __ J_9_4~----------------

This has been the hottest day I've had here . Extremely muggy .
Went photographing early in the morning but only got three or
four pictures .
Date______ _J_uJ.y. ___t_t_. ___ _t9_44_______________ _

Painted.

Date______ .J:UlY:---1.2._ ___ _tg.4:4_______________ ,

Put in the tire application at the court house . Rain in the late
afternoon . Went down to bail out the boat. There were two Caracaras right beside the landing in a cabbage palm and I saw a
Limpkin crossing Eagle Bay.
Date ______ _J:~ ___ 13_. ___JSl4!t_______________ _

Went 10 mi . or more along the north shore of the lake. The motor
really works beautifully. Ewell has not been around to take me
down to the shoal and I hate to think of leaving without seeing
it . May try to make it myse lf. Birds plentiful along the edge .
Date______ .J.Ul.-Y--4,4,----t-944----------------

Cove red the Bassenger-!righton area but did not see much of interest .
A fellow in town reports a large concentration of birds on the
prairie about 40 miles from here. He says he hasn't seen anything
lilce it for years. But I'm not going to get stuck with a flat again .
Date______ .J:ul}t __ J5._ ___ _tg_4!+_______________ _

My wife and I took a walking-sketching trip today back through the
oak wood and pine woods behing the camp. A boy with a sling shot
trying to hit a .ocker is the nearest thing I've seen to a law
violation .
Date ______ .J:ul}t ___16_
, ____t_94.4_ ______________ _

went to Sebring wit h Virginia who took the
train home. Almost missed i t when the bus
had a flat.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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SANCTUARY (or general area )________Q~_C_liQ_:eEE_~Kl.S.S.IMMEE. __ABEA_ STATE __________.ELORIDA_______________________________ _

_tf___~ __ 23_,___ J 9~.4_ _______ _

INCLUS IVE DATES _____ JMl.y___

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

t9_44

Date ______M.Qnday_,____July __ J_'Z~ ____

The starter on the car or the battery wasn ' t working right so took
the car in to find out what the trouble was . Got it started but
couldn ' t get it ~oing again when I Bot home .
Date______ T_u~~-c;l~y,____
J.uly __J_6-~ ____1944

Bennie put in a new battery. The other one was faulty and he replaced it. Went down to ba i l out the boat this evening. Black
Terns are on the increase .
Date______w.e.a.ne.sd.ay_, ___J _Uly___J9_,._. 1944

Met John Northwood at the train this afternoon . It rained heavily
so I t ook J ohn down to the boat with me . He is s taying here with
me until I leave.
Date._____Thur.s_
day.,.. ___JU1.Y__2 0_, ___J 944

Went i nt o town shopping with John in the morning . Had a shower
in the afternoon. Spent t he evening on the lake . Motor runs
okay. The two New York boys Arnold Simon and Clark Fortner went
along . There were quit e a few fledgl ing terns on the island at
the outh of the river . Saw usual birds plus Least Sand . and Skimmer.

Took John and the boys over the Ft. Bassenger - Bri3hton prairie
area with a side trip over the prairie near Cornwell . Did not
get to see any Cranes .
Date _____ 13_~~-~g,-~y~ ___J _
u1y_ __22,.. __ J

944

The four of us t ripd to make Observation shoal but time and gas was
short . Just got in when a squall blew up. Saw a considerable numl:i) r
of Limpkine.
Got a few pictures . Saw ibises etc . in small numbers
but no sizeable flocks and nothing like a concentration .

No Patrol . We ade a short trip out the
cemetery road north of town as I hoped to show
John Yellow-throated Warblers but no luck.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

